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*2001

Bag containing smoking accessories; papers,
filters, card tips etc

*2002

Bag containing smoke related accessories; trays,
matches, herb grinders, lighters, etc

*2003

Bag containing smoking accessories; papers,
filters, card tips etc

*2004

Bag containing smoke related accessories; trays,
matches, herb grinders, pipe etc

*2005

Bag containing remote controls, Echo Dot, Paker
Pen, guitar strings, mini 4G WiFi, Flexon Desk
Stand for Sonos Play.1 etc

*2006

Bag containing quantity of tablet cases and covers

*2007

leads etc
*2027

Bag of various electrical cabling

*2028

Bag of Sky boxes, routers, sockets, remotes,
earphones etc.

*2029

Bag containing quantity of Razer Gigantus V2
gaming mouse mat, Switch Pro controller charging
dock, wireless microphone, games for PS2 Nintendo DS and Gamboy - unofficial Switch
JoyCon

*2030

Bag containing quantity of DVD films and boxsets

*2031

Bag containing quantity of batteries in various
sizes

Bag containing BT WiFi Disc, hubs, cabling, Wiz
remotes, drumsticks, etc

*2032

Bag containing quantity of costume and dress
jewellery

*2008

Box containing quantity of LP and 45 records to
include Stevie Nicks, Rak, Church of the Cosmic
Skull, Genesis and others

*2033

Bag containing quantity of mobile phone cases
and covers

*2009

Bag containing quantity of DVD films and boxsets

*2034

*2010

Bag containing quantity of music CD albums

Bag containing quantity of mobile phone
accessories; adapters, chargers, leads,
earphones etc

*2011

Bag containing quantity of batteries in various
sizes

*2035

Bag containing quantity of cables, leads and PSUs

*2036

*2012

Bag containing quantity of various printer ink
cartridges

Bag containing routers, hubs, adapters, leads,
remotes etc

*2037

A bag of 6 BT Wi-Fi Disc in boxes

*2038

Bag of 5 BT Advanced Digital home phones, 1 BT
Essential Digital Home Phone and a BT Digital
Voice adapter

*2039

Bag of 10 Sagecom Plusnet hub one install packs

*2013

Bag containing quantity of various mobile SIM
cards

*2014

Bag containing quantity of costume and dress
jewellery

*2015

Bag containing quantity of mobile phone covers
and cases

*2040

A bag of 9 assorted routers inc 4 2704N Plusnet,
Talk Talk, Post Office & Direct Save

*2016

Bag containing quantity of mobile phone
accessories; portable power banks, cables,
wireless chargers, adapters, etc

*2041

bag of 7 assorted BT hub routers inc Hub 6, 2
Home Hub 4, 3 Home Hub 2, Smart Hub & BT
Hub Phone

*2017

Bag containing quantity of various leads, cables
and PSUs

*2042

Bag of 3 boxed BT Mini Connectors, 2 Sky
Broadband routers & a Sky Q hub

*2018

Bag containing quantity of electrical related
devices/accessories; routers, adapters, switches,
mouse, etc

*2043

Bag of 3 Zyxel routers, 2 Wireless AC/N VDSL2
Gateway VMG3925-B10C & 1 Wireless N VDSL2
VOIP Combo WMG8924-B10A

*2019

Bag containing HP paper, laptop keyboards,
mouse mat, arm rest, film scanner, etc

*2044

*2020

Bag containing various tablet cases and covers

bag of Tp-Link 300 Mbps Wifi VDSL/ADSL Router
TD-W9970, 2 Tp-link AV600 Powerline wi-fi kits &
tp-link 5 port switch

*2021

Bag containing tablet cases, USB microphone,
Neewer recording stand/arm, Tapo mini smart
WiFi socket set etc

*2045

A bag of keyboards inc bluetooth, wireless sets
with mice, replacement laptop keyboard etc

*2046

a bag of Roku Express media player, Q+ Tv Box,
4k ultra HD TV box, 2 Now Tv Smart sticks &
small receiver keyboard

*2047

Bag with Boston Scientific Latitude
Communicator, Glucomen areo 2k blood
monitoring system, Kipozi 18mm mini ceramic
hair straightener & Voxon digital bathroom scales

*2048

Bag of assorted printer inks, various brands

*2049

Large bag of assorted phone Sim cards, O2, EE,
GiffGaff, Vodaphone, etc.

*2050

A mixed lot of Vinyl, LPs Singles, and Elvis 78,
Harry Styles, Madonna, Shaggy, Warpaint etc

*2022

Box containing quantity of LP and 45 records to
include Kiss, The Killers, Stevie Wonder and
others

*2023

Bag containing quantity of DVD and Blu-Ray
films/boxsets

*2024

Bag containing quantity of loose costume and
dress jewellery

*2025

Bag containing quantity of mobile phone cases
and covers

*2026

Bag containing mobile phone accessories;
powerbanks, chargers, selfie stick, adapters,
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*2051

Bag containing a mix of electrical sundries
cabling, chargers and other accessories

*2052

200ml Oscar de la Renta perfume in sealed box

*2053

Ariana Grande Treat Yourself gift set with box

*2054

Burberry Weekend 100ml for men spray in sealed
*2084
box

*2055

Burberry Weekend 100ml for men spray in sealed
box

*2056

Burberry London for women 100ml perfume in
sealed box

*2057

Paco Rabanne Million 100ml perfume in sealed box

*2058

Paco Rabanne Million 100ml perfume in sealed box *2087

Anne Klein New York watch gift set with box

*2059

Black XS Paco Rabanne 80ml perfume in sealed
box

*2088

Accurist gents stainless steel strap black face dial
wristwatch with box

*2060

Black XS Paco Rabanne 80ml perfume in sealed
box

*2089

Michael Kors chronograph black metal strap
wristwatch with box

*2061

Davidoff Cool Water Wave 125ml perfume in
sealed box

*2090

Ultimate Ears Megablast portable bluetooth
speaker with charging cable and box

*2062

HD Action camera by Explore One with
accessories ( incomplete )

*2091

Sony Extra Bass SRS-XB33 portable bluetooth
speaker with box and charging cable

*2063

HD Action camera by Explore One with
accessories ( incomplete )

*2092

MSi DS502 PC gaming headset in box

*2064

Ring Chime Pro unit, no accessories

*2093

MSi DS502 PC gaming headset in box

*2065

Ring Video Doorbell 2

*2094

Acer Iconia One 10 android tablet (no
accessories)

*2066

Wifi HD Explore One action camera with some
accessories

*2095

Apple iPad 8th gen wi-fi only 128gb model A2270
with box and charging cable

*2067

Wifi HD Explore One action camera with some
accessories

*2096

Apple iPad Air 64gb 4th gen wi-fi only model
A2316 with charger and box

*2068

Wifi HD Explore One action camera with some
accessories

*2097

*2069

Wifi HD Explore One action camera with some
accessories

Asus all in one computer intel core i5 8th gen
processor, 8gb ram, 1tb hdd, includes wireless
keyboard and mouse

*2098

HP all in one PC model DL0026NA intel core i5
10th gen processor, 8gb ram, 256gb storage,
Windows 10 installed, includes power supply,
wired keyboard, mouse and box

*2099

LG Gram 17'' screen ultralight portable laptop core
i7 10th gen processor, 16gb ram, 256gb storage,
Windows 10 installed, includes power supply and
box

*2100

LG Gram 17'' screen ultralight portable laptop core
i7 10th gen processor, 16gb ram, 256gb storage,
Windows 10 installed, includes power supply and
box

*2070

3 Keyzoom V-Tech DX2 smart watches with
charging cables

*2071

La Crosse technology Soluna light alarm clock in
box

*2072

Cobra drive duel camera dash cam kit with box

*2073

4 Magic Mount in car phone mount brackets, no
other accessories

band 44mm Apple watch model: A2093 includes
charger, adapter and box
*2083

Rotary gents black leather strap white face dial
chronograph wristwatch

*2086

Raymond Weil Genève automatic 2 tone stainless
steel gents wristwatch with automatic movement

2 Pocket Juice portable power banks with a single
charging cable

*2075

Omron Evolv upper arm automatic blood pressure
*2101
monitor with box

*2076

Hive thermostat unit in box

*2077

TP Link wifi range extender model: AC1750 with
box
TP Link smart wifi plug twin pack with box

*2079

Mophie dual wireless charging stand and touch
down charging unit

*2080

Mophie 3 in 1 wireless charging pad and one loose
without a box

*2081

2 Type S Touring reversing camera kits, incomplete

*2082

Series 5 space grey aluminium case, black sport
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Series 6 space grey aluminium case black sport
band 44mm Apple watch model: A2292, comes
with box and charger

*2085

*2074

*2078

Series 6 gold aluminium case pink sand sport
band 40mm Apple watch model: A2291 with box
and charging cable

Lenovo Yoga Slim 7 laptop intel core i5 10th gen
processor, 8gb ram, 256gb storage, Windows 10
installed (laptop has fault, fan constantly spins)
includes incomplete power supply

*2102

Lenovo Yoga Slim 7 model 14IL05 core i7 10th
gen processor, 8gb ram, 512gb storage, Windows
10 installed, includes power supply and box

*2103

Lenovo Ideapad S145 laptop core i3 10th gen
processor, 4gb ram, 128gb storage, Windows 10
installed, includes power supply and box

*2104

HP laptop model 15S-EQ0031NA, AMD Ryzen 5
CPU, 8gb ram, 256gb storage, Windows 10
installed, includes power supply and box

*2105

Apple Macbook Air model A2179, intel core i3
processor, 8gb ram, 256gb storage running Mac
OS Catalina, includes power supply and box

*2106

Lenovo Legion gaming laptop, intel core i5 10th
2129
gen processor, 8gb ram, 256gb storage, GTX 1650
2130
GPU, Windows installed, includes power supply
and box

*2107

Acer Aspire 5 laptop core i3 10th gen processor,
4gb ram, 256gb storage, Windows 10 installed,
includes power supply and box

*2108

Acer Aspire 5 laptop core i3 10th gen processor,
4gb ram, 256gb storage, Windows 10 installed,
includes power supply and box

*2109

Acer Aspire 5 laptop core i3 10th gen processor,
4gb ram, 256gb storage, Windows 10 installed,
includes power supply and box ('K' key missing)

*2110

Acer Aspire 5 laptop, core i3 10th gen processor
(item does not appear to charge or have a hdd)

*2111

Acer Chromebook 314 laptop, intel celeron
processor, 4gb memory, 64gb storage, running
Chrome OS

2128

2132

(TN179) Sherwood AV receiver model RVD6095RDS with 2 Sony and 2 Panasonic satellite
speakers

2133

(TN180) Sony CD player together with 3 Aiwa h-fi
separates which includes a twin tape deck

*2134

Ion Tailgater Plus portable bluetooth speaker with
microphone and box

*2135

Ion Blockrocker Sport portable bluetooth speaker
with power cable, microphone and box

*2136

IDance portable karaoke speaker with 2
microphones and power supply

*2137

Sanus Simplicity TV wall mount and another full
motion TV wall mount for up to 55'' screens

*2113

HP Envy laptop model 13-BA0006NA, intel i7 10th *2138
gen processor, 8gb ram, 1tb storage,
touchscreen, Windows 10 installed, includes
*2139
power supply and box

2115

2188 - TCL Ray Danz soundbar (no other
accessories)

*2141

2277 - Casio CTK 1550 keyboard with keyboard
stand

*2142

2279 - Singing Machine studio portable bluetooth
speaker

*2117

Panasonic SC-HTB 208 home theatre audio
system in box

*2118

Panasonic SC-HTB 208 home theatre audio
system (no accessories)

*2119

Philips bluetooth 12watt portable CD player stereo
*2145
in box
*2146
Acer DLP projector with box
*2147
Osprey London handbag with dust cover bag and
shoulder strap
*2148
Osprey London handbag with dust cover bag and
*2149
shoulder strap (bag has small marks on Osprey
logo)
*2150

*2122

2123
2124

Acer Predator gaming keyboard and mouse pack
in box

*2126

2 Touchdown wireless charging lamps together
with an Ottoite lamp

2127

*2144

Zandra Rhodes handbag in purple with dust cover *2151
bag
*2152
Terra Plana ladies black clutch bag with dust
*2153
cover bag

*2125

(TN175) Studio 10 hi-fi system with speakers and
turntable
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2284 - Bang & Olufsen Beolit 15 portable
bluetooth speaker
2285 - RockJam Go karaoke party speaker with
box and microphone

2187 - Panasonic SCHTB 208 home theatre audio
*2143
music system in box

*2121

2283 - Bang & Olufsen Beolit 15 portable
bluetooth speaker with box

*2140

*2116

*2120

(TN177) Aiwa mini home hi-fi system speakers
together with a Hitachi DAB radio with power
supply
(TN178) Sony compact disc recorder model RCW100 together with an Akai quartz audio timer
model DT-110

Acer Chromebook 314 laptop, intel celeron
processor, 4gb memory, 64gb storage, running
Chrome OS

HP Spectre X360 convertible touchscreen laptop
model 13-AW0115NA, intel core i7 10th gen
processor, 8gb ram, 512gb storage, Windows 10
installed, includes power supply and box

(TN176) Grundig Type RF430GB radio

2131

*2112

*2114

2 Tannoy bookshelf speakers model Mercury M1
in cherry finish with a paradigm centre speaker,
includes dust cover

Box containing various mixed HDMI power line
extenders, USB type C4 port hubs and other
miscellaneous electrical items
Plastic crate containing a variety of mixed
electronics, to include: USB 1.1 CAT 5E boosters,
HDMI cabelling, HDMI extenders etc
HPNV Photo 7830 All-In-One printer with box
HPNV Photo 7830 All-In-One printer with box
HP Colour Laserjet Pro MFP-M283FDW laser
printer with box
HP Laserjet Pro MFP-M28W desk top printer
HP Envy Photo 7830 All-In-One printer
Logitech Advanced keyboard combo set, with box
Leitz Turbo A3 laminator
2U rack drawer
TV ceiling mount, possibly incomplete, used item

*2154

Canon Pixma NG550S printer, with box

*2155

2 RIG Plantronics 400 gaming headsets, with
boxes

*2156

Junior Electronics testing kit, 3 used Raspberry Pi
3 modules and 32gb memory card

*2157

HP Amp printer bluetooth speaker, with box

*2178

Samsung 48" colour display unit, model
LH48DME, monitor has various inputs, to include:
DVI, display port, HDMI and VGA (this monitor will
come without a power cable)

*2158

2166 - HP Amp printer bluetooth speaker, with box

*2159

2122 - Asis MV168 15.6" USB monitor, with box
and cable

*2160

Sonos One speaker (no box)

*2179

Samsung 48" colour display unit, model
LH48DME, monitor has various inputs, to include:
DVI, display port, HDMI and VGA (this monitor will
come without a power cable)

*2161

2291 - (R164) 55" LG 4K TV, model 55UJ750V,
includes box no. B12

*2162

(R128116) 65" TCL TV, model C5C715K

*2180

Samsung 48" colour display, model LH48DME,
this monitor has various inputs, to include: DVI
display port, HDMI and VGA

*2163

75" Sumsung TV, model UE75TU8000K,

*2164

(R2165) Sony 49" TV, model KD-49X8005C

*2181

2177 - (R151) Toshiba 43" TV, model 43V6863DB

*2165

32" Toshiba TV, model 32L3863DB (includes
remote)

2182

*2166

Toshiba 24" TV with DVD player built in, model
24WD3A63DB (includes remote)

2142 - (TN172) 19.5" screen, All-In-One computer,
Intel Pentium processor, 4GB RAM, includes
hardrive but no operating system, wired keyboard
and mouse

*2167

32" Toshiba TV, model 32W2863DB (includes
remote)

2183

(TN173) Linsar 22" LCD TV (no remote)

2184

2137 - Toshiba REGZA, 26" TV (no remote)

Samsung 48" colour display unit, model
2185
LH48DME, monitor has various inputs, to include:
DVI, display port, HDMI and VGA (this monitor will
*2186
come without a power cable)

(TN174) Sony 32" TV, model KDL-32EX403
(includes remote)

*2168

*2169

*2170

*2171

*2172

*2173

*2174

*2175

*2176

*2177

Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

*2187

Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

Samsung 48" colour display unit, model
*2188
LH48DME, monitor has various inputs, to include:
DVI, display port, HDMI and VGA (this monitor will
*2189
come without a power cable)

Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

Samsung 48" colour display unit, model
*2190
LH48DME, monitor has various inputs, to include:
DVI, display port, HDMI and VGA (this monitor will
come without a power cable)
*2191
Samsung 48" colour display unit, model
LH48DME, monitor has various inputs, to include: *2192
DVI, display port, HDMI and VGA (this monitor will
come without a power cable)
*2193
Samsung 48" colour display unit, model
LH48DME, monitor has various inputs, to include:
*2194
DVI, display port, HDMI and VGA (this monitor will
come without a power cable)
*2195
Samsung 48" colour display unit, model
LH48DME, monitor has various inputs, to include:
DVI, display port, HDMI and VGA (this monitor will *2196
come without a power cable)
*2197
Samsung 48" colour display unit, model
LH48DME, monitor has various inputs, to include:
DVI, display port, HDMI and VGA (this monitor will
*2198
come without a power cable)
Samsung 48" colour display unit, model
*2199
LH48DME, monitor has various inputs, to include:
DVI, display port, HDMI and VGA (this monitor will
*2200
come without a power cable)

Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging case
and box
Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging case
and box
Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging case
and box
Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging case
and box
Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging case
and box
Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging case
and box
Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging case
and box
2048 - Box set of Apple Airpods Pro with wireless
charging case, in box
2053 - Pair of Apple Airpods Pro with wireless
charging case and box
2049 - Pair of Apple Airpods Pro with wireless
charging case and box
Apple Airpods 2nd Generation with wireless
charging case and box
Hearing Hero hearing aid

*2201
Samsung 48" colour display unit, model
LH48DME, monitor has various inputs, to include: *2202
DVI, display port, HDMI and VGA (this monitor will
*2203
come without a power cable)

Hearing Hero hearing aid

*2204
Samsung 48" colour display unit, model
LH48DME, monitor has various inputs, to include: *2205
DVI, display port, HDMI and VGA (this monitor will
*2206
come without a power cable)

Tile GPS tracker Starter Pack
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Ubiquiti UniFi Cloud Key Controller Gen2 - UCK-G2
Aftershokz AS600 wireless earphones
2x Kitronik Investor's Kit for arduino boards
Launchpad Pro 64-pad MIDI grid controller

*2207

Bushnell Engage 10x 42mm binocluars

*2244

G-Vo full-motion TV wall mount

*2208

4x Baofeng Mini Walkie Talkies

*2245

Eonon BMW 3 Series 1999-2004 (E46) head unit

*2209

Boosteady gun cleaning kit

*2246

MPOW T1 wireless gaming headset

*2210

Mulberry phone pouch, Tremont pen and
assortment of costume jewellery

*2247

Freestat 1TB 4K TV box

*2211

PS4 VR headset and accessories

*2248

Tascam Porta 07 4-track Cassette Recorder

*2212

A3 USB LED light board for tracing/documents

*2249

Fujitsu IV-LCSS64 ADSL64-U telecom console

*2213

Guitar stand

*2250

Invision HDTV-DXL 37"-70" TV mount

*2214

*2251
Consignment of retro and modern games for
*2252
Amstrad, Super Nintendo, PS Vita, Nintendo 3DS,
*2253
WiiU, Wii and PC

*2215

12x Nintendo Switch games

*2216

12x Nintendo Switch games

*2217

Consignment of white metal and yellow metal
jewellery

*2218

Swarovski bracelet and strand, Emporio Armani
Men's Necklace EGS2187040 and 2 Pandora
charms

*2219

Fitbit Inspire fitness tracker

*2220

Accurist wristwatches

*2221

Gucci ladies wristwatch

*2222

Assortment of ladies wristwatches;
Sekonda,Citizen Eco-Drive, DKNY and others

2223

Spare

Mason & White double arm monitor stand
Epson Express Photo XP-55 wireless printer
Marks & Spencer Telescope

*2254

14 PS4 games and 6 Xbox One games plus
'Watch Dogs 2' empty steel book case

*2255

Total Recall Blu-Ray film

*2256

Consignment of brand jewellery from Pandora,
Vivienne Westwood, Ted Baker

*2257

Assortment white metal and yellow metal jewellery

*2258

Casio G-Shock GD-400MB-1ER digital wristwatch

*2259

Sekonda ladies wristwatch in box

*2260

3x Fitbit activity wristbands

*2261

Large quantity of various loose wristwatches

*2262

7x boxed smartwatches

*2263

9x boxed smartwatches

*2264

Quantity of wristwatch straps

*2265

Samsung Galaxy smartwatch

*2266

Diesel DZ4360 wristwatch in box

*2267

Various boxed wristwatches and activity bands

*2268

Ray-Ban RB4313 sunglasses with case

*2269

Quantity of reading glasses and sunglasses

*2270

Quantity of vaping kits; VooPoo Drag Max, Death
Wish, FreeMax Twsiter, Five6 Kit, Endura T20 S

*2224

9x boxed smartwatches

*2225

7x boxed smartwatches

*2226

Quantity of sunglasses and reading glasses

*2227

Canon EOS 200D EF-S 18-55 III SLR digital
camera kit

*2228

Polaroid OneStep2 Viewfinder i-Type instant
camera

*2229

Canon EF 50mm f/1.8 STM camera lens

*2230

Fujifilm Instax Mini Link smartphone printer

*2271

26 Juul Device USB chargers

*2231

Hirix HD Dual Lens dash cam

*2272

Quantity of vaping accessories/spares

*2232

2x Plantronics headsets; Blackwire C3220 and
C3225

*2273

3x infrared forehead thermometer

*2274

*2233

Jabra HSC016 headset and JPL 100B headset

4x infrared forehead thermometers and digital
thermometer

*2234

Airpods 1st Generation

*2275

2x fingertip oximeters

*2235

Happy Plugs Air 1 Go wireless earphones

*2276

Video Doorbell

*2236

7x pairs of wireless earphones

*2277

GPS Smart Tracker

*2237

Marshall headphones and Sony headphones
together with various earphones and earphone
accessories

*2278

6x pairs of wireless earphones

*2279

3x JBL wireless speakers plus 3 others

*2280

Quantity of earphones, wireless earphones and
earphone accessories

*2238

Sapphire RX 470 4GB graphics card

*2239

SMA IM-20 Inverter Manager

*2281

*2240

Magix Music Maker Premium software and
Emotional Intelligence 2.0 audiobook

Plantronics boxed Blackwire C5220 headset and
Plantronics Blackwire C5200 headset

*2282

*2241

54-Key electric keyboard

Jabra Biz 2300 and Plantronics SupraPlus HW251
headset

*2242

Night Vision Binoculars

*2283

Canon SX540 HS PowerShot 20MP digital camera

*2243

Solong tattooing kit

*2284

Fujifilm FinePix S1 Pro camera body
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*2285

Instax Mini 9 instant camera

*2286

Trail camera

*2287

Quantity of photography/camera related
accessories

*2288

Logitech Driving Force Shift

*2289

Google USB security key

*2290

Microsoft Universal Foldable Keyboard

*2291

Crucial P5 M.2 2280 500GB SSD with SSK
enclosure

*2292

Nintendo Wii with accessories

*2293

*2325
6x PS4 Dualshock wireless controllers; 2 boxed, 4
loose
*2326

Nuface Mini Petite Facial Toning Device with box

Nintendo DS Lite, Game & Watch Super Marios
handheld game and Aquarius handheld arcade
game

*2327

7 assorted digital cameras, no accessories

*2328

5 assorted boxed digital cameras/video cameras

*2329

Canon EF 50mm 1:1.4 lens, Industar 50-2 3.5/50
lens from the USSR, box of Fotospeed Fotodyes
and sundries

*2330

P40 Pro smart phone with LE10A HD Quad
Camera, 256GB microSD card ear phones, cable
and box

*2331

A Pastor Phillip Adebayo Phillips M25R gift set
with note pad, Power Bank, memory stick, mouse
etc.

*2332

Fitbit charge 3 fitness tracker and box

*2333

8 various activity / Smart watches with boxes

*2334

5 various watches, a Fitbit and quantity of straps

*2335

Quantity of Dress jewellery inc earings, rings,
necklaces, Swarovski bear, cuff links etc.

*2336

8 assorted boxed wireless earbuds by K12, TWS,
etc

*2337

Plantronics Explorer 55 bluetooth headset

*2338

Jabra HSC016 Evolve 20 telephone headset with
mic

*2339

2 Plantronics Blackwire C3220 USB-A telephone
headsets

*2294

*2295

Anki Vector mini robot with charging base

*2296

4Gamers Pro4-70 stereo gaming headset for PS4
in box

*2297

MSI 970 Gaming motherboard and box

*2298

AMD Ryzen 5 3600 cpu 4.2Ghz with Heat sink &
fan in box

*2320

2 RangeXTD Wifi Range Extenders & 1 Wifi Smart
Net Camera

*2321

X Smart Wireless Video Doorbell, 2 Chinese video
doorbells & 1 Technet Door Bell

*2322

5 BT 4G Assure kits

*2323

Iview HD digital Tv HD Receiver, 2 BFBS Miplayer
set top boxes & a HDTV digital indoor/outdoor
antenna

*2324

4 tpower power supply units outputs 4v,12v & 2
18v with ESR model ECW9 Aurobindo wireless
charging stand
Go Pro Hero 7 Black with 2 batteries

*2299

Corsair K55 RGB Gaming Keyboard in sealed
(Francais)

*2300

A Ninendo Switch in box (HKG)

*2301

A Google Nest Mini Chalk in sealed box

*2302

Echo Dot 4th Generation with Alexa in box

*2303

Echo Auto Alexa and Echo Dot Alexa 3rd
Generation with boxes

*2304

Corsair DDR4 Vengeance LPX 4x4GB 3000Mhz
RAM in box

*2305

Omega 600w Black dimmable digital ballast in box

*2306

Omega 600w Black dimmable digital ballast in box

*2307

Omega 600w Black dimmable digital ballast in box

*2308

Omega 600w Black dimmable digital ballast in box

*2309

Google Home Mini Chalk in sealed box

*2340

2 TJZJY Sound Amplifier hearing aids

*2310

LG Xboom Go PK3 bluetooth speaker in box

*2341

12 Assorted in ear headphones, some wireless

*2311

Vankyo Leisure 410 video projector with box

*2342

*2312

Elephas LED source Video Projector with box

Earforce P11 gaming headset and another
unbranded pair

*2313

LED projector with box

*2343

7 PS4 games inc Grand Theft Auto 5 etc

*2314

Google Nest Mini 2nd Gen in sealed box

*2344

8 PS4 games inc UFC2 etc

*2315

Fire tv Stick lite, Fire tv Stick & Now TV Smart
Stick with boxes

*2345

7 Xbox One games inc Grand Theft Auto 5 etc

*2346

Razer Kraken Kitty Edition Quartz Chroma usb
gaming headset in box

Quantity of Films inc 13 various on BluRay, DVD
Box Sets Columbo & Dr Who etc

*2347

JBL Harman Tune750BTnc wireless active noise
cancelling headphones in red

Sony WH1000XM3 wireless noise cancelling
headset with carry case

*2348

2045 - Boxed set of Sony WF-1000XM3 wireless
noise cancelling earbuds with charging case and
box

*2349

Boxed set of Sony WF-1000XM3 wireless noise
cancelling earbuds with charging case and box

*2350

Boxed set of Sony WF-1000XM3 wireless noise
cancelling earbuds with charging case and box

*2316
*2317
*2318

MSR605 magnetic strip card reader/writer/encoder
with blank cards

*2319

Olympus DS9000 Digital Voice Recorder,
Kensington SD1600P USB-C Mobile Dock &
AgaMatrix wireless Advanced blood glucose
monitoring system

BidMaster Office
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*2351

Boxed set of Sony WF-1000XM3 wireless noise
cancelling earbuds with charging case and box

*2352

Boxed set of Sony WF-1000XM3 wireless noise
cancelling earbuds with charging case and box

2380

*2353

2090 - Osprey London Aspen Crab Croc ladies
handbag

*2381

*2354

2023 - Porsch Design Titan 100ml perfume for
men, in sealed box

Replacement electrical components, Sylvania T5
warm light bulbs and other inter connects and
cables

*2382

*2355

2021 - Porsch Design Titan 100ml perfume for
men, in sealed box

Box containing a variety of mixed electricals to
inc. AV cabling, HDMI cables, phones, etc

2383

*2356

2028 - Hugo Reversed 125ml perfume, in sealed
box

2357

Spare

2358

Copy of Stanley Kubrick Clockwork Orange
Warner Bros. movie soundtrack, outer sleave
bears a Stanley Kubrick signature, unverified, in
green ink. Disc dated 1971 with a serial no.
K46127. £180.00 - £300.00

*2359

recordable CD media disks, Rockjam bluetooth
speaker and BT handsets

Pair of Plantronics camo patterned gaming
headset headphones, together with a kiddies Vtech DX2 smartwatch

*2360

2320 - Apple iPhone XI Pro in midnight green,
64GB mobile phone, model A2215, in sealed box

*2361

2103 - Now TV Smart Stick in box, with a loose
TV Smart Stick and remote

2362

Spare lot

2363

Spare lot

LG X Boom ON2D all in one hifi system in box

*2385

Sony HT-G700 wireless sound bar and sub woofer
kit in box

*2386

3 boxed mic. stands and a pro signal TV wall
mount in box

*2387

2446 Samsung Giga Party Audio MX-T50 speaker
with box and remote

*2388

2445 Samsung Giga Party Audio MX-T50 speaker
with box and remote

*2389

2444 Samsung Giga Party Audio MX-T50 speaker
with box and remote

2390

2443 Samsung Giga Party Audio MX-T70 speaker
with box

2391

2442 Samsung Giga Party Audio MX-T70 speaker
with box

2089 - Citizen Eco Drive gent's chronograph
wristwatch, with rubberised strap and box

*2392

*2365

2075 - Sony WH-H910N wireless noise cancelling
headphones with box
*2393

*2366

2180 - 2 Cygnett 5000MAH pocket power bags

*2367

Tone Free UV Nano LG wireless ear buds, with
charging case and box

*2368

Tone Free UV Nano LG wireless ear buds, with
charging case and box

*2369

2079 - LG Tone Free UV Nano wireless earphones
with charging case and box

*2370

2080 - LG Tone Free UV Nano wireless earbuds
with charging case and box

*2371

2081 - LG Tone Free UV Nano wireless earbuds
with charging case and box

*2372

2212 - Roberts AMFM 3 band mains battery preset radio, model RP26-B

*2373

GP10000MAH power bank, together with a Hama
smart wristband

*2374

Brik Rock Box portable bluetooth speaker

*2375

Lightweight headset microphone

*2376

Hama 128GB USB stick in booster pack

*2377

BT nuisance cal blocker twin set together with 2
BT 3510 telephone sets

*2378

2 boxes containing various mixed electricals to
inc. a Draytec router, various cables and other
accessories

*2379

Box containing a variety of mixed electricals,
7

Box containing Sater cartidge PS4 1st gen dock
accessory, PS3 replacement controllers, tablet
case covers and laptop cooling stand

*2384

*2364

BidMaster Office

Tray containing a variety of AV cabling, Maplin
triple phono cable and other accessories

Stockwell gents open movement automatic
wristwatch with red and black leather strap in
motorcycle helmet case
Stockwell gents chronograph wristwatch with
yellow and black trim finish with motorcycle case

*2394

2356 L.A Banus black dial leather strap
wristwatch with box

*2395

L.A Banus rope bezel dial wristwatch in blue and
black

*2396

2361 L.A Banus rope bezel dial wristwatch in gold
coloured trim with brown leather strap

*2397

L.A Banus black face dial black strap wristwatch
with box

*2398

2358 L.A Banus stainless steel bezel leather strap
gents white face dial wristwatch with box

*2399

L.A Banus stainless steel bezel leather strap
gents white face dial wristwatch with box

*2400

2362 L.A Banus black leather strap gents cream
face dial open movement wristwatch with box

*2401

Edison open movement octagonal bezel
wristwatch with leather strap in gold colour finish
in box

*2402

Edison open movement wristwatch with octagonal
bezel in black finish with rubberized strap

*2403

2367 Edison open movement wristwatch with
hexagonal bezel stainless steel finish and black
rubberized strap

*2404

2359 L.A Banus chronograph gent wristwatch with

brown strap and black face dial
*2405

2357 Gents L.A Banus chronograph wristwatch
with brown strap and black face dial

*2406

*2437

Vertical dual LCD monitor mount with a pro signal
TV bracket plus another bracket in box

2438

58 USB to 2 pin chargers

L.A Banus chronograph stainless steel bezel
wristwatch with black strap and box

2439

Bag containing a qty of Polaroid super blower lens
cleaning accessories

*2407

Edison moon phase dial wristwatch with black
italic strap in box

2440

2 bags containing Polaroid professional cameras
inc. miniature tripods

*2408

2369 Edison black leather black dial gents
wristwatch with box

*2409

2366 Edison black dial, brown leather strap
wristwatch with box

*2410

Stockwell blue face dial stainless steel strap bezel
black leather strap wristwatch with box

*2411
*2412
2413

*2441

Data stream for DMX power unit by Chauvet

*2442

Pulse PWN200VHF wireless mic. kit

2443

3x Lyx pro professional XLR mic cables

2444

2 Apfa networks long range USB adapters

2445

3 Polaroid heavy duty mini tripods

2354 Stockwell Gents moon phase brown leather
strap wristwatch with box

2446

Kodak photo printer wifi dock with 2 cartridge
packs

2353 Stockwell moon phase dial black leather
strap gents watch with box

2447

4 Polaroid XS7 action cameras in blister packs

*2448

Hen & Toast Emma Bridgewater teapot with box

2 HDMI 1.4 10m kits by Pro Signal

2449

Polaroid video stabiliser by Go Pro and other
action cameras

Machine works V8 engine by Haynes model with
box

2450

170 Dual CS5000 turntable belt drive with tone arm
and cartridge

2416

Boxed Pip spring to life studio teapot

2451

2417

Kate Loxton sparkle every day jewellery box

169 Marantz amp model PM25 and a Marantz
cassette deck model SD35

2418

Stackers watch storage box with tags

2419

Aldis vintage slide projector with 2 wall mountable
Rogers speakers

2420

Boxed Ivation wireless backlit keyboard

*2414

Eloxels build your own video game kit in box

*2415

*2452

Lacross technology wifi wind and weather station
in box

*2453

Active bluetooth speakers by AV link in box

*2454

Logitech G920 racing set for X Box with box

*2455

Thrustmaster T150 4 speed steering wheel for PS4
in box

*2421

Canyon wired desktop keyboard set

*2422

Smart video recorder kit in box

*2423

3 red 5 motion control drones for spare and repair,
mostly parts

*2424

Polaroid photo studio kit inc. diffusers and
backdrops

2425

6 boxed Polaroid socialmatic instant print
cameras

2426

6 boxed Polaroid socialmatic instant print
cameras

2427

(TN171) Technics hifi stacking system to inc. amp
2463
model SU-X840 and a turntable model SL-J100R
*2464
inc. Technics speakers and remote control

*2428

2 Boxes of CAT6 UTP cables plus 1 box of CAT6
LSZH cable

*2429

3 protective luggage cases with foam inserts

*2430

Bag containing various mixed electrical items to
inc. HDMI extender's and other terminal sockets

*2431

Box containing a qty of TT electrics, weatherproof
12v DC 2 amp power supply units

*2432

2 HDMI splitter kits and a HDMI extender kit

*2433

Power cool line interactive UPS in box

*2434

2402 APC battery back up UPS unit

2435
*2436

3 boxed Air Moby iplay 2 wireless music routers

2457

4 boxed Jumbl spy camera clock radios

2458

Boxed red line tactical torch

2459

Polaroid printer with box

2460

2 Polaroid SLR duplicators

2461

Polaroid digital video camera model HD100

2462

4 boxed Ivation smart phone lens kits for mobile
phone

Light craft long reach magnifier lamp in box
8

Ivation outdoor hand crank solar radio torch
Groove Original boombox CD player/radio in box

*2465

Bosch LB1-BW12-L1 speaker with Hama stereo
speaker set

2466

2 portable CD players, one by Sony and one by
Philips

*2467

2398 3 various keyboard sets to inc. Infa power full
size waterproof keyboard
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2456

Pulse DJ Light T Bar on tripod (one tripod clip
does not lock in place)

2468

Sony Cybershot 3.2 megapixel camera with
accessories and carry case

2469

JVC Ivario portable camcorder with carry case and
battery charger

2470

Panasonic portable camcorder with carry case
and charger

2471

Bag containing various DC, Marvel and other
comics

2472

Large selection of Skylanders collectible figures

*2473

Arcade1Up Pac-Man arcade machine with
pedestal, stool and power supply

*2474

Squire Stratocaster by Fender 6 string electric
guitar with carry case and Frontman 10g practice
speaker

2475
*2476
2477

2478

2479

2480

2481

2482

2483

2484
2485

2486

2487

2493

Hitachi CX350 mini portable stereo with speakers

2494

Bolex 18-3 Duo reel to reel cine projector with
various reels

2495

Binocular microscope with certificate and slides

*2496

2441 Phillips 3000 Series soundbar with power
cable and remote

2 boxes of various hardback and paperback books *2497
to include 4 Warhammer 40K books by Dan
Abnett
*2498
2 boxes containing a variety of hardback and
paperback books including childrens books,
reference books, etc includes a copy of Black
2499
Enterprise by D.A.Miller
2500
Box containing a quantity of hardback reference
*3001
books and other paperback books including
various National Geographic books to include The
Secrets of Pi, The Golden Ratio and others
*3002
Box containing various hardback and paperback
books to include a hardback copy of 'Dune' by
*3003
Frank Herbert published by Penguin

Celestron Omni AZ102 telescope with box, 2 x
eyepieces, tripod, sight and smartphone mount

Clothline cello case with loose lining
Singing Machine karaoke wi-fi system with 2
speakers and pedestal

Selection of hardback and paperback books and
*3004
novels to include Brandon Sanderson's 'Rhythm of
War'
*3005
Box containing various hardback and paperback
reference books to include Nathan Williams' 'The
*3006
Kinfolk Table' published by Artisan
Tray of various hardback and paperback books to *3007
include various autobiographies including Anger is *3008
an Energy by John Lydon
*3009
Tray containing various childrens books including
*3010
a Ronald Dahl collection published by Penguin
Selection of hardback and paperback reference
material books and other books to include a
Longman Law Series Family Law 9th Edition
published by Herring

spare
(TN20) De'Longhi Dinamica Plus latte creamer
system with box
(TN48) De'Longhi Dinamica Plus latte creamer
system with box
(TN21) De'Longhi Magnifica Smart espresso coffee
machine
De'Longhi Magnifica Smart espresso coffee
machine
(TN59) De'Longhi Dedica style coffee machine and
grinder set
(TN59) De'Longhi Scolpito 4 slice toaster
De'Longhi Active Line 2 slice toaster with box
(TN19) Boxed De'Longhi Scolpito electric kettle
(TN18) Active Line electric kettle
(TN10) Boxed Sage Barista Express coffee
machine

*3012

Sage Nexpresso coffee machine plus a box of
Nexpresso coffee pods

Selection of hardback and paperback books
including various autobiographies to include
Garreth Southgate's Anything is Possible
published by Century

*3013

(TN46) Boxed Melitta Look Therm timer coffee
machine

*3014

(TN26) Boxed Gourmet 5.7 litre digital air fryer

2 boxes containing various hardback and
paperback books to include The 2020 Guide to
FATCA & COS Compliance volumes 1 and 2

*3015

(TN25) Boxed Gourmet 5.7 litre digital air fryer

*3016

(TN33) Boxed Gourmet 5.7 litre digital air fryer

*3017

(TN32) Boxed Gourmet 5.7 litre digital air fryer

*3018

(TN14) Boxed Gourmet 5.7 litre digital air fryer

*3019

(TN23) Boxed Gourmet 5.7 litre digital air fryer

*3020

(TN24) Boxed Gourmet 5.7 litre digital air fryer

*3021

(TN53) Boxed Gourmet 5.7 litre digital air fryer

2489

2 trays containing a selection of hardback and
paperback reference books, autobiographies, etc
to include a copy of Gary Barlow 'A Better Me'

2492

spare

Boxed Sage Barista Express coffee machine

2 boxes containing a variety of hardback and
paperback books to include a hardback copy of
Little Women by L.M.Allcott published by Amulet

2491

Celestron Nextstar 102SLT telescope with
controller, 25mm eyepiece, diagonal mirror, sight,
tripod, and box

*3011

2488

2490

and various hardback books including Warhammer
40K books to include The Space Marine Codex
and The Codex Supplement Space Wolves

2 trays of various hardback and paperback books *3022
to include various childrens' books, also includes a *3023
copy of The British Locomotives of the 20th
*3024
Century Volume 2 1930-1960 by O.S.Nock
2 trays of various hardback and paperback books
including autobiographies to include a copy of Ant *3025
and Dec 'Once Upon a Tyne' published by Sphere
4 trays of various books to include graphic novels *3026
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Boxed Gourmet 5.7 litre digital air fryer
Boxed Gourmet 5.7 litre digital air fryer
(TN5) Instant Pot multi use pressure cooker with
box
(TN4) Instant Pot multi use pressure cooker with
box
(TN69) Instant Pot multi use pressure cooker with

box

*3058

*3027

(TN70) Instant Pot multi use pressure cooker with
box

(TN30) Kenwood Multi Pro Compact Plus food
processor with box

*3059

*3028

(TN58) Boxed Instant Pot Duo Evo Plus multi use
pressure cooker

(TN17) Kenwood Multi Pro Compact Plus food
processor with box

*3060

*3029

3123 - Unboxed Sage Barista Express coffee
machine (no accessories, missing drainer grill)

(TN67) Kenwood Multi Pro Compact Plus food
processor with box

*3061

*3030

(TN29) Unboxed De'Longhi Magnifica Smart coffee
machine with manual (no accessories)
*3062

(TN66) Kenwood Multi Pro Compact Plus food
processor with box

*3031

(TN31) Unboxed Gourmet fryer

*3063

(TN54) Unboxed Gourmet 5.7 litre digital air fryer

*3032

(TN44) Unboxed Gourmet fryer

*3064

(TN55) Unboxed Gourmet 5.7 litre digital air fryer

*3033

(TN37) Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole and *3065
small bag of accessories

*3034

(TN36) Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole and
small bag of accessories
*3066

(TN22) Gourmet 5.7 litre digital air fryer with box

Unboxed Nescafe Dolce Gusto coffee machine
plus 3 unboxed instant pot multi use pressure
cookers
2 piece non stick Starfrit The Rock pan set

*3035

(TN35) Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole and *3067
small bag of accessories

Boxed Starfrit The Rock 2 piece non stick grill pan
and griddle set

*3036

(TN100) Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole
and small bag of accessories

*3068

Unboxed Stylecraft 3 light floor lamp

*3037

Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole and small
bag of accessories

*3069

Unboxed Stylecraft 3 light floor lamp

*3070

Box containing mixed used pots and pans

*3038

(TN79) Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole

*3071

Small memory foam lap desk

*3039

(TN79) Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole

*3072

*3040

(TN80) Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole

Small bag containing mixed torches, lighters,
batteries, etc

*3041

(TN81) Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole

*3073

Unboxed Sabatier dishrack

*3042

3093 - Bag containing a large quantity of various
face masks

*3074

Box containing a disassembled floor lamp (no
shades)

*3043

Bag containing a large quantity of makeup
removing cloths

*3075

3141 - NeatFreak stylish storage shoe bench

*3076

Unboxed Philips fryer

*3044

Bag containing mixed items to include knee
sleeve, hand warmers, alcohol breathalyzer, sun
readers, infrared thermometers, etc

*3077

Unboxed Tefal Actifry (used)

*3078

Small stack of bath rugs

*3079

(TN72) Unboxed Swan water urn

*3045

Bag of mixed items to include stationery, pens,
post it notes, etc

*3080

*3046

3081 - Boxed Trinity bamboo top kitchen cart

Bag containing a Vax Power Max spray and
vacuum cleaner, Ultra Sonic diffuser plus an Alice
touch lamp

*3047

(TN71) Large box of assorted kitchen items
including kettles, irons, etc

*3081

Kenwood Chef XL kitchen machine model
KVL4100S with box

*3048

Box containing a multi Braun hand whisker with
attachments plus blender attachments

*3082

Viners cutlery set (incomplete)

*3083

*3049

Wall mounted hook rail

Kenwood food processor with attachments
(unboxed)

*3050

Bag containing mixed lighting, LED lighting, etc

*3084

*3051

Box containing a large quantity of protective face
shields

Box containing clingfilm, towel holders,
placemats, chopping boards, etc

*3085

Box containing 4 Titan flasks

*3052

Bag containing assorted Kirkland Duracell
batteries

*3086

Box of mixed Ottlite desk lamps

*3087

Starfrit The Rock cookware set (incomplete)

*3053

3121 - Bag containing sun readers, mens
grooming shavers and kits, etc

*3088

Kirkland clad stainless steel cookware set with box

*3089

Box Le Creuset stoneware round bowl set

*3090

(13) Phillips Perfect Draught beer dispenser

*3091

Eurocast Berghoff Professional Series pan and pot
set (2 x frying pans, grill pan, 2 x saute pans,
saucepan)

*3092

Boxed Berghoff Eurocast Professional Series
double roasting pan

3054

1 boxed and 2 unboxed Ottlite, and LED clock

3055

spare

*3056

(TN2) Kenwood Multi Pro Compact Plus food
processor with box

*3057

(TN39) Kenwood Multi Pro Compact Plus food
processor with box
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*3093

(52) Hot water urn

*3094

(16) Boxed Nescafe Dolce Gusto coffee dispenser *3135

Popcorn maker set

*3095

3167 Boxed Nescafe Dolce Gusto coffee dispenser *3136

Popcorn maker set

*3096

Boxed Nescafe Dolce Gusto coffee dispenser

*3137

*3097

(50) Kenwood food processor with attachments
(no box)

(27) Unboxed Delonghi electric kettle with manual
pepper mill

*3138

Boxed Glasslock Premium storage set

*3098

3160 2 x large outdoor mats with smaller mat

*3139

Crystal glassware set with box

*3099

Boxed Multitasking lap tray

*3100

Boxed Instant Pot multi use pressure cooker

*3141

Nachtmann Fine crystal vase

*3101

Harlequin Superking duvet cover set

*3142

4 unboxed Le Creuset small round ceramic pots

*3102

Tray containing used pots and pans

*3143

(15) Boxed Phillips steamer iron

3103

spare

*3144

(177) Boxed Phillips steamer iron

3104

spare

*3145

(9) Unboxed Delonghi coffee brewer

*3105

(8) Braun Multi Quick 9 hand whisk with box

*3146

3209 2 x Contigo drinks jugs and Titan flask

*3106

(75) Braun Multi Quick 9 hand whisk with box

*3147

Boxed Sabatier expandable dish rack

*3107

*3110

3194 Box containing Kenwood food processor with *3148
attachments
*3149
Box containing Multi Quick 9 hand whisk parts
*3150
and attachments
*3151
4 boxed Ottlite LED desk lamps and 2 CrissCross
table lamps
*3152
3 boxed Oil & Vinegar bottle sets

*3111

Boxed set of 2 wine glass carafes

*3112

Boxed Denby tableware set

*3113

*3108
*3109

*3134

3140

Milkshake maker set

Box of tealight candles

Large boxed glassware set
Large boxed glassware set
(78) 4 slice Swann toaster in slate grey
3L Value pack Dettol laundry cleanser with 3 x
bottles of open Method surface cleaner
Boxed La Crosse technology wifi wind and
weather station set

*3153

2 boxed and 1 unboxed Taylor digital waterproof
kitchen scales

Boxed 2 tier steel basket set

3154

3212 Box containing shavers, drinking bottle, etc.

*3114

Boxed Simple Human sensor mirror

3155

3213 Bag containing Ultra Bright halogen lightbulbs

*3115

Boxed Simple Human sensor mirror

3156

3214 Bag of Ultra Bright halogen light bulbs

*3116

(43) Unboxed Vaporella steamer iron

*3157

Boxed Denby tableware set

*3117

(11) Unboxed Tefal easy soup maker

*3158

Boxed Denby tableware set

*3118

(74) Boxed Tefal easy soup maker (no power
supply)

*3159

4 x 20 pack of foam breathable shape pads

*3160

Tray of food containers and serving set

*3119

(45) 2 unboxed Instant Pot multi use pressure
cookers

*3161

Large wooden serving board

*3120

3148 Boxed Mason Craft & More glass drinks
dispenser

*3162

(3) Sparkling water maker and Nescafe Dolce
Gusto coffee machine (both parts only)

*3121

Boxed Chef & Sommelier France wine glass set

*3122

2 unboxed small touch table lamps

*3123

Small Malita coffee grinder

*3124

BT 4600 digital cordless phone with answering
machine

*3125

Box containing double wall thermo glasses

*3126

3 Porter storage trays

*3127

Boxed Mikasa double arch candle holder

*3128

Baby Move dehumidifier

*3129

2 boxes of Flash speed mop wipes

*3130

Really Useful 22L storage box

*3131

3178 Box containing hot water urn

*3132

Long dust pan and brush set

*3133

4 tier storage tower
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3163

3225 Bag of mixed assorted lighting

*3164

Bissel icon 24v cordless vacuum cleaner with box

*3165

Bissel icon 24v cordless vacuum cleaner with box

*3166

Bissel icon 24v cordless vacuum cleaner with box

*3167

Samsung Jet 70 series cordless stick vacuum
cleaner with box

*3168

3236 3 Boxed Beldray quick vac cordless vacuum
cleaners

*3169

Tug along Miele vacuum cleaner with pole

*3170

61 Boxed Bissel spot clean pro heat carpet and
upholstery washer

*3171

62 Boxed Bissel spot clean pro heat carpet and
upholstery washer

*3172

64 Boxed Bissel spot clean pro heat carpet and
upholstery washer
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*3173

63 Boxed Bissel spot clean pro heat carpet and
upholstery washer

3174

Small desktop fan

3175

3234 Black and Decker dustbuster

3176

3223 Boxed aircraft Power Glide cordless hard
floor cleaner

*3177

Bag containing hand held Dyson V6 fluffy
attachments only

*3178

Unboxed Black and Decker dust buster

*3179

Upright G Tech Air Ram replacement head

*3180

Unboxed Bissel carpet and upholstery cleaner

*3181

3137 - Boxed Nescafe Dulce Gusto coffee
machine

*3210

Boxed Black and Decker 3 tier heated airer

*3211

3 packs of HP premium printing paper plus a box
of files, etc

3212

2 boxed pair of mens safety boots

*3213

3301 3 bedding pillows

*3214

3302 3 bedding pillows

*3215

Plush throw plus an electric blanket

3216

Massage pad in zipped case

*3217

Sleep weighted blanket

*3218

Sleep weighted blanket

*3219

2 so long extra hot water bottles

*3220

3 so long extra hot water bottles

3182

2 boxes of Vanilla Orchard oils

*3221

1 so long extra hot water bottle

3183

12 sealed baby save the moment print kits

*3222

3 bam recycled plastic storage crates

3184

Robert Welch toilet brush and holder

*3223

2 boxed Brookstone heated throws

3185

Brabantia 3l pedal bin

*3224

2 boxed Brookstone heated throws

3186

Ivation bathroom weighing scales, kitchen scales,
Salter glass scales

*3225

2 boxed Brookstone heated throws

*3226

2 boxed Brookstone heated throws

*3227

Casada chair attachment massager

*3228

Deluxe fur heated throw plus a pillow

*3187

Boxed desk air lift

3188

Box containing some files

3189

3251 Box containing wrist bracelet bands, watch
bands, etc

3190

Bag containing Bliss home lock shelves and
baskets plus a gel lock shower shelf

3229

3 boxed pairs of DeWalt safety boots 2 x size 10,
1 x size 12

*3230

2 boxed pairs of ladies DKNY slippers sizes 6 &
5.5 plus a pair of Ben Sherman desert boots size
7 and a pair of womens Fila trainers size 4.5

*3231

3 boxed pairs of mens Sketchers 2 x 9, 1 x 7 plus
2 boxed pairs of ladies Sketchers size 5.5 & 7

*3232

4 boxed pairs of Kirkland men's sheepskin
slippers plus a boxed pair of ladies Kirkland
sheepskin slippers, a qty of men's deerfoam
slippers size M, XL, 8, 7 & 4

*3191

3257 Upright Beldray vacuum cleaner plus a 2 in 1
mini vacuum cleaner

*3192

82 Boxed upright Shark steam mop

*3193

83 Boxed upright Shark steam mop

*3194

84 Boxed upright Shark steam mop

*3195

85 Boxed upright Shark steam mop

*3196

Boxed upright Shark steam mop

*3233

4 Hotel Grand bedding pillows

*3197

Upright Bissel 3 in 1 multi surface brush carpet
cleaner

*3234

Panda London memory foam pillow boxed

*3198

Upright Bissel 3 in 1 multi surface brush carpet
cleaner

*3235

Panda London memory foam pillow boxed

*3236

Panda London memory foam pillow boxed

*3199

Upright Bosch 21.6v vacuum cleaner with charger

*3237

3295 2 unboxed weighing scales

*3200

89&90 2 upright Shark steam mops

*3238

3333 ZTE homeway gateway router (8)

*3201

2 gents Dents travel wash bags

*3239

*3202

Boxed Fabreware knife block and knife set

Fancy dress costumes in assorted colours and
sizes

*3203

Baylis and Harding 5 piece luxury gift set

*3240

Fancy dress costumes in assorted colours and
sizes

*3204

3 piece American Tourister suitcase set

*3241

*3205

2 piece hard shell Samsonite suitcase set

Fancy dress costumes in assorted colours and
sizes

*3206

Red 3 piece Antler hard shell suitcase set

*3242

*3207

3 piece black hard shell American Tourister
suitcase set

Fancy dress costumes in assorted colours and
sizes

*3243

*3208

3024 5 gents Jachs New York premium outdoor
jumpers

Fancy dress costumes in assorted colours and
sizes

*3244

*3209

3 bags containing mixed misc. to inc. lighting,
posters, etc

Fancy dress costumes in assorted colours and
sizes

*3245

3 Pebble virtual world starter packs

*3246

3328 4 Pebble virtual world starter packs
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*3247

3329 4 Pebble virtual world starter packs

*3289

Skull skincare set

*3248

3330 4 Pebble virtual world starter packs

*3290

3370 24 long necklaces with black pendants

3249

3231 4 Pebble virtual world starter packs

*3291

3371 24 chunky necklaces

*3250

3267 Upright Dimplex tower heater

*3251

12 antibacterial hand gel

*3293

3376 2 Incredible's 2 3D puzzle erasers

*3252

Round circular Kirkland dog bed

*3294

3369 Brush and bottle set

3001 3 Ladies Andrew Mark full zip hooded coats
2 x L, 1 x M

*3295

3374 24 long necklaces with black pendants

3253
*3254
*3255
*3256
*3257

3292

*3296
3003 Three ladies full zip hood Andrew Mark coats
3297
sizes L & M
*3298
3066 2 Ladies full zip hooded coats size M
*3299
2 Harvey and Jones full zip hooded coats
3300
Full zip ladies weatherproof coat size L plus
3301
another size M

3372 48 chunky chain necklaces

Robotic vacuum cleaner
Boxed pair of safety boots size 11
Boxed expandable dish rack
3384 12 slim fit black shirts
Blue fabric sailor style jacket
2 Oxford saddle bags

*3258

2 ladies full zip hooded DKNY coats size XL

3302

*3259

2 ladies full zip hooded DKNY coats size XL

*3303

*3260

2 ladies full zip hooded DKNY coats size XL

Pallet containing used clothes, linen and odd
shoes

*3261

3056 2 mens body warmers in XL

*3304

2 kettle bells 20kg and 12kg

*3262

3055 Ladies Kirkland jacket plus a blue full zip
hooded jacket and another, assorted sizes

*3305

Boxed upper body kit

*3306

Boxed upper body kit

*3263

32 Degree heat ladies fleece size L and a full zip
Columbia jacket size L

*3307

Boxed upper body kit

*3308

*3264

2 ladies full zip hooded DKNY coats size L

Everlast Powercore heavy bag kit with box (no
accessories)

*3265

2 ladies full zip hooded DKNY coats size L

*3309

Nerf pedal go kart with box

*3266

2 ladies full zip hooded DKNY coats size L

*3310

Kids pedal go kart

3008 3 assorted ladies coats

*3311

Super Mario Carrera R/C car set

*3268

Rosa and Banka ceiling light designed by Claire
Norcroft

*3312

Disney Junior Minnie Mouse activity plane

*3313

Boxed Roaring Tiger Furreal toy

*3269

Brown plush bear

*3314

Boxed Roaring Tiger Furreal toy

*3270

3348 4 Pebble real toys virtual world sets

*3315

4x4 RC monster truck with box

*3271

3349 4 Pebble real toys virtual world sets

*3316

Boxed Quickplay 8x8 golfing net

*3272

3350 4 Pebble real toys virtual world sets

*3273

3351 2 memory foam pillows

*3274

3354 2 memory foam pillows

*3275

3355 2 memory foam pillows

*3276

3356 2 memory foam pillows

*3277

3357 2 memory foam pillows

*3278

3358 2 memory foam pillows

*3279

3267

3317

3393 Bag of fabric and masks

Fairground Collection haunted house Lego set
(box not sealed)

*3318

2 boxed Science Museum robot maker
educational toys

*3319

Toys and games to include Trivial Pursuit, Magic
set, Lab set, 2 x Slime mixer sets etc.

*3320

2 x Genius Square games, Leapfrog globe, and
Leapfrog Scoop and Learn ice cream cart

2 memory foam pillows

*3321

6 Powermax educational robots

*3280

2 memory foam pillows

*3322

*3281

2 memory foam pillows

3424 Two stunt drones, 2 x motion control drones
and 2 x X-Light speed buggy cars

*3282

2 memory foam pillows

*3323

*3283

2 memory foam pillows

2 x Laser X games, Power Popper set, Baby
Emma doll, 2 x Fischer Price learning dog toys

*3284

2 memory foam pillows

*3324

6 Guinness World 2021 record books

*3285

2 memory foam pillows

*3325

3 small RC cars (1 remote, no chargers)

*3286

2 memory foam pillows

*3326

Three 4x4 monster trucks (3 remotes, 1 charger, 1
battery)

*3287

2 memory foam pillows

3327

4 Incredibles 2 projector sets

*3288

3367 Skull skincare set

3328

2 tabletop pool games and tabletop air hockey
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game
3329

Psychology GCSE book and sundry items

3434 2 boxes of mised games incl. boardgames
etc.

*3371

3654 GM cricket helmet in navy blue purist geo II
senior

*3330

2 ride on snow skis

*3372

3592 2 Memosan Anatomic pillows

*3331

Child's Schwinn pedal trike

*3373

3666 Box containing 10 Five star box files

*3332

Bag containing 4 NBA basketballs

*3374

3667 Box containing 10 Five star box files

*3333

Box of assorted toys

*3375

3715 Silver Grey pendant ceiling lamp (boxed)

*3334

Ladies full zip hooded DKNY coat, size S

*3376

3680 Box containing 200 Easimask face shields

3335

spare lot

*3377

3336

(152) Indesit under counter fridge

3337

(151) Bloomberg fridge freezer

3613 Coal shovel, Mini folding shovel & pouch,
mosquito killer, leaf scoop, Anvil & Bypass
secateurs set, tarpaulin, Seed shaker, planter
saucers etc

3338

(150) Hotpoint 8kg Smart Tech washing machine

3339

(149) Bosch Maxx washing machine

3340

(148) Small tabletop fridge

3378

3693 Spiderman guitar & mic set and large cuddly
Teddy Bear

*3379

3604 Harrods 2020 bauble, 4 bauble storage
boxes, M&S king size Xmas duvet set, gift wrap
and Christmas related items

3380

3841 Selection of accessories to include scarfs,
gloves, etc

*3341

Panasonic microwave

*3342

Panasonic Inverter grill microwave

*3343

(156) Sharp microwave

*3344

(155) Sharp microwave

*3381

Stylecraft 3 light floor lamp with box

3345

(154) White Panasonic Inverter microwave

*3382

Stylecraft 3 light floor lamp with box

3346

(151) Small Cooks Works Professional grill

*3383

Bridge Design set of 2 table lamps

3347

3451 Hoover 8kg washing machine

*3384

Bridge Design set of 2 table lamps

3348

(132) Bosch Maxx 6 washing machine

*3385

Bridge Design set of 2 table lamps

3349

(133) Bosch washing machine

*3386

Bridge Design set of 2 table lamps

3350

(134) Bosch Maxx 6 washing machine

*3387

3351

(135) Bush washing machine

2 crystal and steel base table lamps with ankle
neck finishes

3352

(137) Under counter Hotpoint freezer

*3388

2 steel base table lamps

3353

(138) Under counter Zanussi fridge

*3389

2 Bridge Design table lamps (no box)

3354

(139) Nova Scotia square freezer

*3390

1 table lamp with silver colour shade (no box)

3355

(140) Hotpoint 7kg tumble dryer

*3391

3 unboxed Eco Living waste bins

3356

(141) Hotpoint Eco Cycle washing machine

*3392

1 boxed Eco Sensible Living bin

3357

(143) Beko 8kg tumble dryer

*3393

Boxed set of 2 table lamps with crystal and steel
bases

3358

(142) Tabletop small fridge

*3394

Stylecraft 3 light floor lamp (boxed)

3359

(144) Hotpoint fridge freezer

3395

spare

3360

3452 Bosch fridge freezer

3396

spare

3361

(145) Siemens fridge freezer

3397

spare

3362

3457 Indesit fridge freezer

3398

spare

3363

(146) Hotpoint fridge freezer

3399

spare

*3364

Hotpoint 9kg washing machine

3400

spare

*3365

3668 Full body support pillow

*3501

Base London Callahan boots size 9

*3366

3638 Little Dutch wooden baby gym

*3502

*3367

3632 2 boxes of Kotex sanitary pads {23 x 14
pads total)

L.K.Bennett Talia Summer Suede sandals size
EU 39

*3503

Ecco trainers size EU 47

*3368
*3369
*3370

3548 Christmas accessories including Stars, Light *3504
up train, tinsel, garland, gift baskets etc
*3505
3564 Selection of water bottles, coffee mugs and
travel mugs
*3506
3536 Kikki.K notebooks, dehumidifiers, framed
pictures & picture frames, 2021 calendar,
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Ugg Neumel mens boots size 9
L.K.Bennett Harmony Leopard heels size EU 39
(used)
The White Company leather biker boots size EU
38

*3507

Adidas Terrex Agravic Trail Running trainers size
12 and a pair of Adidas FYW S-97 trainers size 9

*3508

Coach trainers size EU 36

*3509

COS White light trainers size 9.5

*3510

Bershka ankle boots size EU 37

*3511

Nike Air Vapormax trainers size 10

*3512

Bag of assorted trainers and footwear accessories

*3513

Lacoste Lerond 220 trainers size 3 (used)

*3514

Bag of assorted ladies shoes to include heels and
flats

*3515

Bag of assorted sandals and slippers

*3516

Bag of assorted childrens shoes (some used)

*3517

Bag of assorted mens and womens shoes

*3518

Bag of assorted mens and womens shoes

*3519

Bag of assorted used shoes

3520

Nike Air Jordan 1 Low childrens trainers size 4

3521

Hunter navy childrens boots size 4

water bottles, folding step stool and space saver
hangers
*3545

King & double duvet sets, double electric under
blanket, warmies cushion, tea towels, round roll
cushion, soft cover etc

*3546

The Oodie in grey with drawstring storage bag

*3547

John Lewis fitted & flat sheets, John Lewis towels,
throw, pillow protectors, oven gloves, trouser
hangers etc

*3548

2 Not boxes, paper weights, quantity of hangers,
electronic luggage scales, box of approx 200
refuse sacks, collapsible walking stick etc

*3549

Motocaddy travel mover, wall mirror, Travel wallet,
Sass & Belle floating frame, Knead & Sculp craft
kit, Adventure pack, backpacking lantern etc

*3550

Feliway Classic cat calmer, air stone, pet
blankets, leads, toys, coats, nail clippers etc

*3551

Hot chocolate maker, Latte glasses, loaf tin,
measuring cups, cutlery tray, Arthur Price cutlery,
Joseph bin liners, ladle, ice cube bags and kitchen
accessories

*3552

BaBylis Litanium brilliance waves, BaBylis
Flawless Volume and BaBylis ceramic hot brush

*3553

Remington Keratin heated barrel brush, Remington
Keratin protect curling wand and Alfa Italia Viaggio
travel hairdryer kit

*3554

Bombay Hair hair straightener set, Mark HIll Wand
handle, facial steamer, Nail lamp and Silvercrown
hair straighteners

*3555

Body massager, Jumper pocket fetal doppler,
Face & body beauty device and Boots ear
thermometer

*3556

Wahl 5 Star Series Gold magic clipper set,
Panasonic hair trimmer set, Braun All in one
Trimmer 5 set and Hatteker hair clipper set

*3522

Adidas Tour 360 XT-SL trainers size 9.5

*3523

1994 Adidas Predator 2014 Anniversary trainers
size 8

*3524

Carvela Shine boots size EU 41

*3525

Shimano RC7 cycling shoes size EU 44 (used)

*3526

Nike Training Metcon 6 trainers size 8

*3527

Nike Court Vision Low Premium womens trainers
size 6

*3528

Moda in Pelle Elasha black leather trainers size
EU 39

*3529

Adidas CL Legacy trainers size 11

*3530

Puma Style Rider SD trainers size 11 and a pair of
womens Puma Oslo trainers size 3

*3531

Dune London Chelsea boots size EU 41

3557

spare

Adidas Nizza Low childrens trainers size 1 and a
pair of Puma Basket Heart Patent Junior trainers
size 5

3558

Selection of Children's Guess clothing to include
snowsuits, tops, etc

3559

Selection of various children's accessories

*3533

Oppus Tall brogue boots size EU 41

3560

*3534

Moda in Pelle Aleeza high tops size EU 38 and a
pair of Moda in Pelle Kimme leather boots size EU
39

Half a stillage of children's clothing ages 3 and
under

3561

Half a stillage of children's clothing ages 3 and up

*3562

Selection of accessories to include scarfs, gloves,
belts, etc

3532

*3535

Bag containing a large quantity of slippers

*3536

Bag of assorted ladies shoes

*3563

Selection of bags, wallets, purses, etc

*3537

Bag of assorted sandals and slippers

*3564

*3538

Bag of assorted boots and ankle boots

Mantaray men's MTV waxed biker jacket in colour
chocolate size XXL

*3539

Bag of assorted trainers and footwear accessories *3565

Adidas limited edition Olympic Games 1908/1948
London top size small

3540

Bag of assorted childrens shoes

*3566

Stillage containing mixed ladies and men's clothing

*3567

Selection of sportswear to include Nike, Fabletics,
Adidas, etc - in various sizes

Large bag of household sundries including Artist
*3568
canvases, baskets. picture frames, paint brushes,
notebooks, artificial flowers etc
*3569
2 pillows, cushion, inner cushion pad, mini hot

Selection of denim wear to include Berksha, Levi,
ASOS, etc - in various sizes

*3541

Child CPR manikin and storage bag

*3542

Selection of travel & coffee mugs and water bottles

*3543

*3544
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Selection of Zara clothing to include jeans, tops,
dress, etc - in various sizes

*3570

Selection of Hollister clothing to include tops,
skirt, jumper, etc - in various sizes

*3603

Jager ladies black tailored jacket size 6

*3571

Vantastic hoodies in pink and black sizes XL-XXL

*3604

Selection of bags, wallets, backpack, etc

*3572

The North Face clothing to include TNF black top
size small and TNL shorts in grey size small

*3605

Stillage containing mixed ladies and men's
clothing

*3573

Prologic wear it fish it enjoy every moment 2 piece
thermo suit size Large

*3606

Selection of sportswear to include Nike, Adidas,
NFL, etc

*3574

Mountain Warehouse snow padded jacket in black
size small

*3607

Selection of Mimi London clothing to include 2
dresses and bodysuit all size XS

*3575

Mantaray ladies MTY hooded waterproof jacket
size 14

*3608

Vivienne Westwood anglomania organic jersey
boxy t-shirt size XXL

*3576

Phase Eight ladies Remy diamond coat in grey
size 12

*3609

Killstar ladies sinergy fur bomber size XS

*3610

Peruvian Connection ladies Gabrielle cardigan size
Large

*3577

Phase Eight Elanor maxi dress in navy size 14

*3578

Stillage containing mixed ladies and men's clothing

*3611

2 boxes each containing 10 boxes of 100 nitrile
medical examination gloves

*3579

Selection of Zara clothing to include tops and
hoodies - in various sizes

*3612

2 boxes each containing 10 boxes of 100 nitrile
medical examination gloves

*3580

Selection of denim wear to include Levi, River
Island, ASOS, etc - in various sizes

*3613

2 boxes each containing 10 boxes of 100 nitrile
medical examination gloves

*3581

Alexandre Mattiussi men's big logo AML sweater
in heather grey

*3614

2 boxes each containing 10 boxes of 100 nitrile
medical examination gloves

*3582

Fila ladies ski scene fleece size XL

*3615

*3583

Animal ladies 3in1 winter parker size 6

2 boxes each containing 10 boxes of 100 nitrile
medical examination gloves

*3584

Animal ladies 3in1 winter parka size 6

*3616

*3585

Dare2B icebloom jacket in colour blue wing size 18

2 boxes each containing 10 boxes of 100 nitrile
medical examination gloves

*3586

Nike ladies purple and orange leopard print fleece
size medium

*3617

2 boxes each containing 10 boxes of 100 nitrile
medical examination gloves

*3587

Harris Tweed hand woven louise ladies oversized
jacket size 16

*3618

2 boxes each containing 10 boxes of 100 nitrile
medical examination gloves

*3588

Selection of mixed paired socks

*3619

3 boxes each containing 10 boxes of 100 nitrile
medical examination gloves

*3589

Selection of accessories to include scarfs, ties,
gloves, etc

*3620

2 boxes each containing 10 boxes of 100 nitrile
medical examination gloves

*3590

Selection of mixed ladies and men's underwear

*3621

*3591

Selection of bags, wallets, purses, etc

Large bag containing personal protection face
masks and shields

*3592

Burkley Everyday leather over the shoulder bag

*3622

20 boxes of examination gloves

*3593

Stillage containing mixed ladies and men's clothing

*3623

*3594

Selection of sportswear to include Adidas, Nike,
Gymshark, Bo+Tee, etc - in various sizes

Large quantity of blue and white disposable gowns
& aprons

*3624

*3595

Selection of denim wear to include Atelier & Other
*3625
Stories, Urban Outfitters, Toast, etc - in various
sizes
*3626

Large bag of personal protection face masks &
shields

*3596

Selection of Playboy x Misssguided clothing to
include tie dye oversized top size 4, logo hoodie
size 4 and AOP joggers size 8

Large bag of personal protection face masks
20 boxes of examination gloves

*3627

20 boxed packs of personal protection face masks

*3628

Large bag of boxed personal protection face
masks and examination gloves

*3597

Selection of Shein clothing to include body
warmer, dresses, jeans, etc - in various sizes

*3629

*3598

Selection of Zara clothing all with security tags
attached

Bag of personal protection face masks and pack
of white disposable aprons

*3630

20 boxes of examination gloves

*3599

Selection of Anne Hood clothing to include 2
tracksuit sets sizes L & XL

*3631

Delux exercise power hoop

*3632

*3600

The Oodie in grey one size

Boxing gloves, boxing bag wall bracket, Futures
fin, powergloves, yoga block etc

*3601

Ghost ladies verity dress in navy size large

*3633

Mustard colour shaggy rug 120x170 cm

*3602

Hollister ladies puffer jacket in red size small

*3634

Crushed eyelet curtains, electric heated over
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blanket, throws, Bijou poncho, cushion covers, etc
*3635

Single duvet sets, various sized fitted sheets, oven
gloves, sofa cover, tea towels etc
*3658

*3636

Vet fleece, pet bed, harness, leads, coats, toilet
training pads etc

*3637

*3638

*3639

*3640

*3659

*3660
iCandy Flavour buggy replacement hood, cot fitted
sheets, blankets, Animal crossing single duvet
*3661
set, kid's cutlery sets and Mouse House money
boxes
Arthur Price Henley cutlery set, Monson Mirage
*3662
pastry forks & server, chopping board, eaziglide
frying pan, Clip & Seal elephant boxes, microwave
seamer and kitchen accessories
*3663
Large bag of household sundries, high glossy
paper, laminating pouches, watercolour paints,
puzzle punch, sink plunger etc
*3664
2 x Marie Therese wall lights, X40 power torch,
head torches, string lights, lamps etc

*3641

Set of 4 M&S Grace gin glasses, Set of 2 Angels
collection glasses and pack of ice spheres

*3642

Rupert Blamire mug, AKAI laptop keyboard, tea
lights, wax warmer, Sofology care kit, USB fan,
lens wipes etc

*3643

pillowcases and Pack of 8 Homestyle picture
frames
Harkila Reisa Rucksack Size 36L
Matt & Natt black travel bag
Puma backpack, wallet, cosmetic bag, shopping
and other storage bags
Wax warmer, Mousehouse money box, white
board, Archer & Olive notebook, storage boxes,
bubble lined envelopes etc
Tarpaulin, planters, collapsible water bucket,
parasol covers, S/S bird feeder, Sail shade,
watering can, dibber etc
Measuring cups, glass decorative tea set, Arthur
Price teaspoons, spoon rest, peelers, loaf tins,
lazy Susan, moulds etc
Aroma & table lamps, Alfa ceiling light fitting,
Projection lamp, reading/flash light, lamp shades
and sundry items

*3665

Posture Key aid kit

*3666

SARS-CoV2 anigen rapid qualitative test kit,
Terumo syringes, ResMed & F&P face masks,
Nexus glucose monitor, Heart rate monitor, PP
face masks etc

Selection of Bath Sheets, Bath Towels & hand
towels

*3667

Norlan Whisky glasses, Cognac & Brandy warmer
and 1.5L decanter

*3644

Goose feather & down pillow, inner cushion pad,
Towel bale and door bug blind

*3668

*3645

3 x King size duvet sets, 3 x King size fitted
sheets and door mat

Large bag of household sundries, infrared
thermometer, suction lamp, call blocker, badges,
travel adapters, artist pencils and more

*3646

Double & single duvet sets, towel bale,
pillowcases, sleep mask etc

*3669

*3647

Large throw, Minecraft single duvet set, Clarissa
Hulse 90" x 90" Ginkgo curtains, hot water bottle,
small rug, table mats etc

Large bag of household sundries, Damp control
crystals, GlucoMen Areo 2K glucose monitor,
Pulse Oximeters, stationery, screen wipes,
kitchen accessories etc

*3670

*3648

Bamboo child's suction plate, Tommee Tippee
perfect prep, nappy sacks, Pura nappies,
blankets, cot mattress etc

Large bag of household sundries including tea light
holders, stationery, hand warmers, till rolls, face
masks, ornaments, kitchen accessories etc

*3671

Selection of scented candles, tea lights and wax
melts

*3649

Box of 1000 grip seal bags, Canon A3 photo
paper, Letter box, Aroma diffuser, Gurkha empty
cigar box, heavy duty stapler, shelf etc

*3672

Yankee, Miller Harris and St Eval scented candles
and wax melts

*3650

Tassimo coffee pot holders, Prestige 7 pce knife
set, Set of 6 glass mugs, fruit bowl, trays,
Microwave easy eggs etc

*3673

20 boxes personal protection face masks

*3674

18 boxes of mCare powder free nitrile long cuff
examination gloves

*3651

Equitack turnout blanket with half neck 6'3" horse
size and Arma touch close o.r boots

*3675

18 boxes of mCare powder free nitrile long cuff
examination gloves

*3652

MaxKare heated blanket

*3676

15 boxes of examination gloves

*3653

*3654

*3677
Christmas items including Light up deer, snow
blanket, baubles, double duvet, tea towels, wreath *3678
rings etc
Large bag of household sundries, soap dispenser
bottles, canvas pictures, picture frames, wall coat
hook, radiator brush, gift boxes etc

*3655

Large throw, bath mats, towels, inner cushion pad
etc

*3656

Bath & hand towels, hot water bottle, door stop,
large rug and curtains

*3657

3 king size duvet sets, king size fitted sheet,
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Large quantity of disposable white plastic aprons
20 boxes containing 100 Nitrylex Classic+ Size XL
nitrile examination gloves

*3679

16 boxes of examination gloves

*3680

Bag containing boxes examination gloves, boxed
and individually wrapped personal protection face
masks

*3681

Oven cleaner, surface cleaner, waterproof,
shampoo, dye, UPVC cleaner, air freshener, drain
clear, essential oils etc

*3682

Large bag of household sundries including face
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masks, stationery, kitchenware, harmonica, ring
sizers, personal alarms, Xmas decs etc

towels, bathroom towels, cushion covers, hot
water bottles etc

*3683

Large bag of household sundries including Bear in *3709
box, infrared thermometers, face masks, Ocean
Sver Eco Drops, dressings, craft accessories etc

*3684

Large quantity of fingertip pulse oximeters

Telescopic easel, Ghurkha Cellar Reserve cigar
boxes, Barnnum & Bailey Circus design storage
box, self assembly towel rail, plaques and storage
baskets

*3685

Selection of scented candles, tea lights and wax
melts

*3686

Box containing mugs, ornaments, coasters, vase,
snow globes etc

*3687

Lengths of fabric, crochet hooks, ribbon, wool etc

*3688

*3710

Driftwood sitting hares ornament, electric wax
melt, Songmics picture frames, English Pewter Co
whisky glass, Mousehouse money box, Smythson
notebook etc

*3711

Osprey Quasar 28L backpack

*3712
Training bars, Surfboard leash, Golf caddy rain
cover, swimming goggles, resistance bands, hitch
*3713
climber, skipping rope etc

*3689

2 sandwich toasters and Russell Hobbs hand
blender

*3690

Selection of wool, crochet kit, knitting loom, pins,
embroidery material squares, lengths of fabric etc

*3691

Lawn bowl jacks, necksaviour, indoor golf set, golf *3715
caddy cover, foam roller and fitness accessories

*3692

Cot bed duvet and pillow 9 tog set

*3693

Baby camera holder, babymoov support, baby
jogger, magnetic safety locks, Bamboo suction
bowl, girls musical box, Baby accessory bag,
feeding bottles etc

*3694

Forest green Tweed boxy dog bed

*3695

Pet beds, pet coats, toys, feeding bowl and
Weatherbeeta horse saddle pad

*3696

King & Double duvet sets, Toastie luxury throw,
Man City cushion, night roll, towels etc

*3697

2 x Trial proof 70L Aquapacs

*3698

Cybex footmuff, Glow in the dark throw, Eono
travel towel, tea towels, napkins, flat pack boxes
etc

*3699

*3700

Book safe, flat pack plastic shoe boxes, Tarot
cards, Wine journal, A4 photo paper, A4 white
card, magic sleeves, eraser board etc
Arthur Price Henly 7 pce cutlery set, Arthur Price
Champagne Mirage 16 pce cutlery set, Latte
glasses, Coffee maker, Kettle, spice rack, bag
sealer etc

*3714

Radley & other tote bags, Hogwarts backpack,
straw basket etc
Cheese serving set, Filter teapot, 2 lap trays, 3
pcs canister set, coasters, chopping board, water
filters etc
Tefal wok, Appetiser plates, gravy boat set,
serving dishes, corkscrew, cake domes, Bodum
square glass coffee maker inserts etc
ResMed & F&P face masks, personal protection
face masks, bathroom scales, hair straighteners,
respiratory tubing, shoe covers etc

*3716

Flea & Tick collar, pet bed, lengths of pet bed
liner, dog & cat toys, harness, nail clippers etc

*3717

Gtech, Dyson & Henry vacuum poles and
attachments and dust bags

*3718

Weight training arm rests, Bluewave lift jacket,
kids boxing gloves, training gloves, Nike dry uv
sleeves etc

*3719

Selection of wools, Needle felting kit, lengths of
fabric and Hoop Art embroidery kit

*3720

Chilly's, Neon Kactus and other water bottles,
travel mugs, Miixr charging device bottle etc

*3721

Westland 10kg Growmore

*3722

Large throw, Magic Mesh door screens, hot water
bottles, towel and inner cushion pad

*3723

Cushions, towels, oven gloves, chair arm covers,
bedding etc

*3724

Crafty pod, Heritage backpack, gift bags etc

*3725

Pack of Ericaceous potting mix, garden solar
lights, 2 large tarpaulins, 5lt pourer and hose
attachments

*3701

Paulmann Livo lamp, 3 Starry projector lights, LED
*3726
strip light, Moon & desk lamps etc

*3702

Tumbuk 2 rucksack

*3703

Mark Ryden crossbody bag, rucksacks, coolbag,
tote bag, self seal plastic bags etc

*3704

Large bag of household sundries, cocktail bowls,
paint brushes, adhesive labels etc

*3705

Christmas accessories including mugs, table
cloths, baubles, crackers, storage bag, tree skirt
etc

Toy Story sleeping bag, Toilet trainer seat, cot
quilt set, nappy sacks, baby carrier, play mat etc

*3727

Leonard deer ornament, A4 refill pads, dry wipe
board, wall clock, jewellery boxes, carry strap,
display box etc

*3728

Hairy Bikers frying pan, Copper frying pan,
pineapple knives, Pryex bowl, Stanley thermos
flask, Poachies pockets, can crusher etc

*3729

Electric wax melt, Starry projector light, ring light,
LED desktop magnifier and other lighting

*3706

Set of 2 2.5kg ankle weights, Adidas boxing
straps, push up bars and weight lifting arm rest
bars

*3730

Tropic skin feast, F&P face mask, pac-a-mac, A4
sketch pad, fly zappers, parcel paper, hip flask,
pictures etc

*3707

Gracie Barra jiu-jitsu Size R2 suit (used)

*3731

*3708

iBeani cushion, Large throw, pillowcases, tea

Akios Shuttle fishing reel, weights, catapults,
hooks, flies, baiting needle set etc
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*3732

10 various sized and design jigsaw puzzles

*3757

*3733

10 toys & games including Risk, Giant Noughts &
Crosses, Glow Marble Run, Aquadoodle, Car
Transporter, Blow football etc

Sleepy Oleg, Fuggler ugly monster and other soft
cuddly toys

*3758

*3734

Sleepy Oleg, Worry Monster, TY and other soft
cuddly toys

Large bag of novelty toys, stickers, action figures,
inflatables, yoyos, activity books, colouring pens
and pencils etc

*3759

*3735

10 toys & games including Pointless, Bakugan
Battle Planet, Aquadoodle, Scrabble, Scriball,
Spelling & Mathematics game etc

Selection of dolls including Cry Baby, Frozen
Singing Anna, Sable, Disney Fairies, Betty
Spaghetti etc

*3760

36 x AMC The Walking Dead collectable Mystery
mini figures

*3736

Toy transporter, Mini chalk boards, Jewellery Craft
kit, Marble painting set, Finger Paints, stationery
*3761
set etc

*3737

Frozen & Disney princess doll figures DC Harley
Quinn figure and USB controlled scooter

*3738

Selection of toys and games including Creepy
Crystals, Cards Against Humanity, Tarot cards,
playing card games, Peppa Pig reader etc

*3739

Corgi The Aviation Archive AA39401 Vickers
Valiant B Mk1 XD818 Operation Grapple,
Christmas Island, 1957 model

*3740

7 boxed Warhammer model kits including
Ironjawz, Nagash, Lokhurst Heavy Destroyer etc

*3741

Large bag of novelty toys, activity books,
inflatables, colouring pens, pencils, stickers etc

*3742
*3743
*3744
*3745

Bammax boxed tricycle, two alphabet & numbers
playsets and a Gimi Baby

*3762

Tiny Trekker girls luggage set

*3763

Two Sodastream Spirit water makers

*3764

Set of wall basket liners and a spade handle

*3765

Box containing 36 white mugs

*3766

Two flatpack doors, two folding tables, Candora
bath rail and a picture frame

*3767

Pair of pillows, a Vango camping carpet and a
yoga mat

*3768

Pair of Bloom and Boogie reflective spheres, a
mixing bowl and a two-tier fruit bowl

*3769
6 various sized and design jigsaws, colouring mat,
*3770
play nest and balancing game
Large bag of novelty toys, colouring pens, pencils,
*3771
plasticine, stickers, craft paper etc
*3772
Selection of soft cuddly toys
*3773
Large bag of toys & games including Explosive
Experiments, Who's The Dude?, Lazer Command, *3774
jigsaw, play cards etc

Pet bed and DIY Doodle childs house
Two Bounce BAck pillows and a duck feather
pillow
48 Andrex toilet rolls
Two Harry Potter scatter cushions
Boxed Deluxe Foot Spa and Massager
Fire guard, wall clock, boxed Sodaspirit sparkling
water maker and two trays

*3746

Selection of fancy dress costumes and
accessories

*3775

Henry Wag store-fresh bin, set of foam mats and a
'This Morning' picture

*3747

Fog of Love board game, Carcassonne board
game, Pandemic game & Meccano Micronoid

*3776

Weight bar

*3777

Nine cushion inners

*3748

Nerf Fortnite nerf gun

*3778

Box of Dragon Air disposable aprons

*3749

Large bag of toys & games including Junior
Scrabble, play cards, Yes! No!, Shark Grabber,
chalk boards etc

*3779

Rainberg potty training ladder, a mop system and
a PF+A photograph frame

*3750

Large bag of toys and games including Bingo,
Dinosaur puppet, Linkee, Sensory balls, Rubiks
etc

*3780

Boxed XN8 Sports Aerobic Step

*3781

Box of 100 Miers face shields

*3782

Three boxed LED ceiling lights

*3751

9 x Lego kits including City, Star Wars, Disney,
Ninjago etc

*3783

Oakley crash helmet, Team Power car set and a
bike mat

*3752
*3753

6 x Pop! vinyl collectable figures including Batman *3784
v Superman, Deadpool, Axl Rose etc
*3785
NeMA Studios Space Cadet collectable figure, DC
Batman Figure, Disney Imperial Stormtrooper Elite *3786
Series figure and Marvel Guardians of the Galaxy
Star-Lord figure
*3787

*3754

8 various design and sized jigsaw puzzles

*3755

Christmas elves, stockings, hats, activity pack,
wreath, Tree top star, games etc

*3788

Boxed Made.com pendant light together with a
pair of table lamps

*3756

Footballs, Pop Up goal, Roll up dart board, tennis
balls, Rifle target sets, skipping ropes and ball
pumps

*3789

1985 Hasbro Pawtucket GI Joe Battleplatform

*3790

A hang-on letter cage, a stackable bed riser,
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Boxed Grand Illusions florist steps
Boxed Amica Mechanical microwave oven
Princess vanity table, Tots Town Aeroplane set
and a dinosaur set
Boxed XSV50 stick vacuum cleaner, internal filter
and Miele sealing ring

Christmas decorations, bin etc.
*3791

Two photograph frames, two carriers and a faux
bamboo plant

*3792

Freedom Four beer pump

*3793

Dreamland heated blanket

*3794

model kit
*3818

Large bag of novelty toys, plastic horse, building
blocks, hairdresser training head, stickers,
coloured pens, pencils etc

*3819

Dressing up costumes, hats and accessories

*3820
Christmas silver sparkle dinner set, Christmas tree
and an LED string light set
*3821

*3795

Espresso vertuoline coffee capsule drawer, box of
Finish powerballs and a bejewelled lamp shade
*3822

*3796

Set of Venetian blinds, shoe rack, Prestige door
bars, flatpack boxes and a red child's chair

*3797

Bedding including a bolster case, pillows, scatter
cushion etc.

*3798

Sleeping Beauty electric under blanket

*3799

Munch Monster Slam, Dickie construction set,
Deep Space projector and a Molly Dolly shopping
trolley

*3800

VTech 'My Laptop', 3-6 years

*3801

Kitchenalia including a cutlery tray, Tassimo rack,
Ivolador planter etc.

*3802

*3824

Sleepy Oleg and other soft cuddly toys

*3825

Speech Breaker, Speak Out!, Dinosaur Bingo,
Marbles, jigsaws etc

*3826

Zak Storm, Crazy Cube game, Head 2 Head,
jigsaws, Magic Tracks and other games

*3827

Selection of Lego kits including Star Wars,
Friends, City, Technic etc

Two 'Silver' contemporary prints, a folding table, a
fire screen and a jewellery/trinket stand

*3804

Various household items including cushions, a
sponge mop, filers etc.

*3805

Group of kitchen cannisters

*3806

Boxed foot massager and a double electric under
blanket

*3807

Boxed Crux blender together with a High Speed
Blender

*3808

Boxed Made.com pendant ceiling light

*3809

Two Pilates rings, two mats, a wobble board and a
booster seat
*3834

*3811

7 toys and games including Polly & Sam's Tractor
book, Scrabble, Tesco Grocery Van, Melissa &
Doug Create Me, Hungry Hippos etc

*3812

Game of Thrones Monopoly, Catan Trade Build
Settle set and Pictionary

*3814

Large bag of toys & games including Cards
Against Humanity, Cognitive Letters, Interactive
Learning Cube, Chess, Latch Hoop kit, Paint by
Numbers, Rubiks etc

*3815

Large bag of novelty toys, posters, toy pushchair,
stickers, coloured pens & pencils, stickers, PVA
glue etc

Pokemon carry case playset
Large of toys & games including Nail Art,
Shimmer N Sparkle set, Nerf gun, jigsaws, Make
Your Own insect house, cards games etc

*3830

Selection of dolls including Zayn, Barbie, Frozen
Elsa, Trolls figure, Sonic the Hedgehog, Drawbots,
Puzzling Obscurities etc

*3831

5 Pop! vinyl collectable figures including Venom,
Migos, Marvel etc

*3832

Selection of collectable figures including Star
Wars, Star Trek, Pokemon, Roblox, Fortnite etc

*3833

Model Icons Police Ford Escort model, Maisto
Volkswagon Van model, Roco train carriage,
drone and other model vehicles

Large bag of toys and games including Waxi
Doodles, Spidery Shotter, Hatchtopia Life, Cards
Against Humanity and card games, puzzles etc

*3813

Large bag of novelty toys, pens, pencils, plastic
toys, chalk board, building blocks etc
Large selection of trading cards including
Pokemon, Sainbury's Save the World, Yu-Gi-Uh!
etc

*3803

Three photograph frames, a Calitek mop, lengths
of wood, packing paper etc.

Micro cycle Helmet Size M, hula hoop, Rugby &
footballs, tennis racket set, skipping ropes etc

*3823

*3828
Two boxes of Always Discreet underwear together
with a quantity of shoe lasts
*3829

*3810

Selection of soft cuddly toys and dolls

Citadel, Hornby, Warhammer and other model
kits, Marvel & Star Wars collectable magazines
and model parts, Citadel model paints etc

3835

spare

3836

spare

3837

spare

3838

spare

3839

spare

3840

spare

*4021

Extreme adult 21 speed Shimano gear road bike
in black and red

*4022

Extreme adult 21 speed Shimano gear road bike
in black and yellow

*4023

Extreme adult 21 speed Shimano gear road bike
in black and red

*4024

Extreme adult 21 speed Shimano gear road bike
in red and white

*3816

Star Citizen Light up planet, 3 various drones, X7
Taranis remote control, Rastar Ferrari model car,
KTM model bike, Flash Car etc

*4025

Extreme adult 21 speed Shimano gear road bike
in red and white

*3817

Tamiya 1/10th scale Tyrrell P34 six wheeler r/c

*4026

Extreme adult 21 speed Shimano gear road bike
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in black and red

4072

4043 Boxed 100m tape measure

Scout yellow folding tricycle

4073

Spare

*4028

27 speed 26" wheel mountain bike in red

4074

4097 Garden Groom electric hedge cutter

*4029

27 speed 26" wheel mountain bike in red

*4075

Box of string lights and LED icicle lights

*4030

27 speed 26" wheel mountain bike in black

*4076

Small black fire basket

*4031

27 speed 26" wheel mountain bike in black

4077

5mph sign and flashing neon Route 66 sign

*4032

27 speed 26" wheel mountain bike in black

4078

Small bench style garden planter

*4033

27 speed 26" wheel mountain bike in black

*4079

4027

4101 Bag of multi purpose concrete, bag of rock
salt, and bag of manure

4034

Spare

4035

Spare

4036

Trek blue ladies bike with front basket

4037

4021 Jetson electric bike

*4038

4029 Rear bicycle wheel

*4039

Razor electric scooter (no charger)

*4040

Rawr Royal Baby boxed balance bike

*4041

Stingray boxed tricycle

*4042

3 bags of rock salt

*4043

Galvanised wheelbarrow

*4087

Roll of heavy duty membrane

*4044

Galvanised wheelbarrow

*4088

*4045

Honda petrol powered brushcutter

3 patch lanterns, some small solar spotlights and
a wall light

*4046

ProElec quartz patio heater

*4089

Lefuma boxed chair

*4047

3 bags of rock salt

*4090

Wooden and plastic garden cold frame

4048

Hose reel and hose

*4091

Wooden and plastic garden cold frame

4049

Petrol powered hedge cutter

4050

Shelf containing vintage tools incl. saws,
glavanised pans, hammers, metal bars, etc.

4080

4 assorted wooden crates

*4081

Boxed charcoal BBQ

*4082

Quantity of garden items to include compost,
Pearlite, worm enhancer, rock salt, and formula

4083

Small bundle of horse tack

4084

4115 Power base electric leaf blower

4085

2 metal file card trays

4086

Set of 14" boxed wheel trims and a small garden
burner

4092

4119 Wooden garden bench

4093

Grey wooden garden chair by Adirondack

*4094

4178 Bloomer childs wooden sand pit with seats
and fold down lid

*4095

4179 Bloomer childs wooden sand pit with seats
and fold down lid

*4096

4180 Bloomer childs wooden sand pit with seats
and fold down lid

*4097

4181 Bloomer childs wooden sand pit with seats
and fold down lid

*4098

4182 Bloomer childs wooden sand pit with seats
and fold down lid

*4099

4183 Bloomer childs wooden sand pit with seats
and fold down lid

*4100

4184 Bloomer childs wooden sand pit with seats
and fold down lid

*4051

3 retro style plastic shaded lights

4052

4067 Boxed 100m tape measure

4053

4068 Boxed 100m tape measure

4054

4069 Boxed 100m tape measure

4055

4070 Boxed 100m tape measure

4056

4071 Boxed 100m tape measure

4057

4055 Boxed 100m tape measure

4058

4056 Boxed 100m tape measure

4059

4057 Boxed 100m tape measure

4060

4059 Boxed 100m tape measure

4061

4060 Boxed 100m tape measure

4062

4050 Boxed 100m tape measure

*4101

Pallet of flat pack garden furniture parts

4063

4051 Boxed 100m tape measure

*4102

Inflatable clever spa inyo with built in pump

4064

4052 Boxed 100m tape measure

*4103

Artificial twisted conifer in pot

4065

4053 Boxed 100m tape measure

4104

4066

4054 Boxed 100m tape measure

Low round metal garden table and 2 matching
chairs

4067

4045 Boxed 100m tape measure

4105

Assortment of horse shoe sculptured items and
horse shoes

4068

4046 Boxed 100m tape measure

4106

4 railway track line holders

4069

4047 Boxed 100m tape measure

4107

2 metal gates

4070

4048 Boxed 100m tape measure

4108

2 Butler sinks

4071

4049 Boxed 100m tape measure
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4109

Metal cauldron and weighing scales

*4146

4195 1 large, 1 medium, and 1 small green
extension cables

4110

Large vintage sieves and a vintage scraper

4111

3 pots and a vintage seed spreader

*4147

4231 1 large, 1 medium, and 1 small green
extension cables

4112

4125 Pallet of long lengths of baton

4113

4128 Pallet of long lengths of baton

*4148

4232 1 large, 1 medium, and 1 small green
extension cables

4114

4129 9 assorted wheels and tyres

*4149

Metal round white garden table and 3 matching
armchairs

4233 1 large, 1 medium, and 1 small green
extension cables

4115

*4150

4234 1 large, 1 medium, and 1 small green
extension cables

*4151

4235 1 large, 1 medium, and 1 small green
extension cables

*4152

4236 1 large, 1 medium, and 1 small green
extension cables

*4153

4237 1 large, 1 medium, and 1 small green
extension cables

*4154

4238 1 large, 1 medium, and 1 small green
extension cables

*4155

4240 1 large, 1 medium, and 1 small green
extension cables

*4156

3 large extension reels and a small extension reel

*4157

4245 3 blue extension reels

*4158

6 assorted extension reels

*4159

Evolution Rage 5-S table saw

*4160

Brabantia clothes line

*4161

Brabantia clothes line

*4162

Brabantia clothes line

4116

Large parasol and metal stand

4117

4140 2 metal lockers

4118

2 concrete figures of rabbits

4119

4135 Grey and black statue of a lady

4120

3' statue of a lady

4121

1 1/2' statue of a lady

4122

Metal garden gate

4123

2 camping stoves, a chair and a ground sheet

4124

Pop up gazebo

*4125

Pallet of assorted laminate flooring in different
shades

4126

Galvanised bath and galvanised bucket

4127

2 aluminium step ladders

4128

3 tread wooden step ladder

4129

Eleven 6 panel narrow doors

*4130

Box of LAP and Luceco downlights

*4131

Box of LAP and Luceco downlights

*4132

Box of LED strip lights

*4133

Box of Erbauer rechargeable lights

*4164

Wooden loft ladder and hatch

*4134

Large pallet box containing No Nonsense silicon
rolls

*4165

Wooden loft ladder and hatch

*4135

Large pallet box containing approx. 10-12 oil filled
radiators and electric heater

*4166

Quantity of LED strip lights

*4167

Large brown of waterproof sockets and worklights

*4136

Pallet containing approx. 30 ProElec oil filled
radiators and convector heaters

*4168

Outline boxed close coupled toilet

*4137

4190 3 steel baths

*4170

Bathstore freeform wall hung toilet pan (boxed)

*4138

1 large, 1 medium, and 1 small green extension
cables

*4171

Bathstore freeform wall hung toilet pan (boxed)

*4139

4229 1 large, 1 medium, and 1 small green
extension cables

*4172

Bathstore freeform wall hung toilet pan (boxed)

*4173

Bathstore freeform wall hung toilet pan (boxed)

*4140

4228 1 large, 1 medium, and 1 small green
extension cables

*4141

4227 1 large, 1 medium, and 1 small green
extension cables

*4142

4226 1 large, 1 medium, and 1 small green
extension cables

*4143

4225 1 large, 1 medium, and 1 small green
extension cables

*4144

4223 1 large, 1 medium, and 1 small green
extension cables

*4145

4221 1 large, 1 medium, and 1 small green
extension cables
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4169

4174

Wooden loft ladder (no hatch) and wooden fold up
chair

Floor mounted toilet (pan only)

4218 White bathroom vanity unit

*4175

Boxed single bowl stainless steel sink

*4176

Boxed square stainless steel sink

*4177

Boxed square stainless steel sink

*4178

Tube heater and chrome towel radiator

4179

Spare

*4180

5 outdoor waterproof kits

*4181

5 unboxed Erbauer rechargeable lights

*4182

5 unboxed Erbauer rechargeable lights

*4183

5 unboxed Erbauer rechargeable lights

*4184

5 unboxed Erbauer rechargeable lights
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*4185

5 unboxed Erbauer rechargeable lights

4224

2 blue cloth swivel chairs

*4186

5 unboxed Erbauer rechargeable lights

4225

*4187

5 unboxed Erbauer rechargeable lights

2 maple effect tambour fronted low stationery
cupboards

4188

4 boxes of 2 ply white paper hand towels

4189

Small brown vanity unit with wash hand basin

*4190

Part shelf of assorted LED floodlights, path lights,
and small LED lamp

*4191

2 x solar floodlights

*4192

3 large LED floodlights

*4193

4 boxed and 3 unboxed Ledvance floodlights

*4194

11 assorted LED foodlights

*4195

12 rolls of assorted cable

*4196

7 rolls of speaker cable and quantity of white and
black cable

*4197
*4198

*4226

Tall black comms cabinet

*4227

Mid size black comms cabinet

*4228

3 small comms cabinets

4229

Cream metal cupboard with single door

4230

Assorted items to include paper shredder, file tray,
Christmas tree, waste bins, and mirror

4231

Coffee and cream metal 4 drawer filing cabinet

4232

Grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet

*4233

3 boxed and 5 unboxed paper shredders

*4234

Black mesh swivel armchair

*4235

Black mesh swivel armchair

Dimplex panel heater and small oil filled radiator

*4236

Black mesh swivel armchair

Box containing various items to include locks,
screw boxes, bike pump, waterproof kits, door
bars, etc.

*4237

Black and grey Made for Comfort swivel armchair

*4238

Black highback swivel armchair (damage to arms)

*4239

Black and red small swivel armchair

*4240

Tresanti boxed Rise and Fall desk

*4199

Box of power supplies, box of flat cables, angle
cables, and Bullet security camera

*4200

Box of HDMI cables and wireless sockets

*4241

Tresanti boxed Rise and Fall desk

*4201

2 boxes of extension cables

*4242

2 grey chrome based bar stools

*4202

Box of fluorescent lighting tubes

*4243

Duratool yellow and black wheeled toolbox

*4203

Box of HDMI cables

*4244

Duratool yellow and black wheeled toolbox

*4204

Quantity of bulkhead lights and 2 ceramic
uplighters

*4245

Duratool yellow and black wheeled toolbox

*4246

Chemical cabinet

*4247

Flatpack tool stand

*4248

6 gravity speaker poles and 2 bases

*4249

5 assorted 12v batteries

*4250

2 comms cabinet drawers and quantity of comms
cabinet shelves

*4251

Bag of LED snappy power supplies

*4252

3 mini sun LED floodlights, solar panel, and 3
other large floodlights

Maple effect 4 shelf bookcase

*4253

110v transfomer

*4213

Black and grey highback executive style swivel
armchair

*4254

110v transfomer

*4255

*4214

Black and grey highback executive style swivel
armchair

Box of downlights, weatherproof switches, plug-in
RCDs, wall sockets, bulbs etc.

*4256

Box of waterproof sockets

*4215

Black highback executive style swivel armchair

*4257

Box of ProElec bulbs

*4216

Black highback executive style swivel armchair

*4217

Black highback executive style swivel armchair

*4218

Black highback executive style swivel armchair

*4219

4205
*4206

4337 Cream metal trolley with drawer on stand
Large slimline mirrored bathroom cabinet

4207

spare

4208

spare

4209

spare

4210

spare

*4211
4212

Flat pack canopy

4258

Electric wood burner effect fire

*4259

2 boxes containing bulbs, switches, sockets,
snap circuits etc.

Black highback executive style swivel armchair

*4260

Box of sack barrow wheels

4220

3 metal 2 drawer pedestals

*4261

Box of floodlights, exit signs, and switches

4221

2 large maple effect radial office desks with 1
pedestal (1 as parts only)

*4262

Box of assorted bulbs and sockets

*4263

4222

3 black highback swivel armchairs

Box of assorted USB extension cables, smart
switches, bulbs, waterproof sockets etc.

4223

2 blue cloth wooden frame stacking chairs

*4264

Large box of LAP sockets and switches
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4265
*4266
4267

Spare

*4304

Box of switches and sockets

SIP 2.0hp upright compressor

*4305

Box of Twin security lights

Chrome 3 shelf rack

4306

Fold up wheelchair

*4268

Boxed Quick Jack accessory box

4307

Bath lift

*4269

3 large LED spotlights

*4308

Box of Erbauer rechargeable lights

Spare lot

*4309

Box of assorted finish switches and sockets

*4271

Boxed Champion petrol powered generator

*4310

Box of downlights and solar wall lights

*4272

Arcan trolley jack

*4311

*4273

Arcan trolley jack

Box of shower trap, sockets, downlights, USB
plugs, etc.

*4274

Arcan trolley jack

*4312

Box of extension cables

*4275

Champion petrol powered pressure washer

*4313

Box of various cable and armoured cable

*4276

4438 Large pallet of Golden Select oak coloured
flooring

*4314

Box of security lights

*4315

Box of Erbauer rechargeable lights

*4277

Large pallet box of assorted lights incl. wall lights,
ceiling lights, party lights etc.

*4316

Box of security lights

*4278

Large pallet containing timer switches, sockets,
small lights, door handles, light switches,
doorbells etc.

*4317

Box of downlights, security lights, and solar spike
lights

*4318

Clarke red tool cabinet

4270

*4279

Large pallet box containing timer switches,
television extension kits, sockets, doorbells etc.

*4280

Large pallet box containing switches, doorbells,
TV aerials, sockets, HDMI cable etc.

4281

Wooden box containing large heavy duty
spanners, hammers, screwdrivers, and various
other tools

4282

2 wheeled yellow sack truck

*4283
4284
*4286

9 packs of Golden Select grey walnut colour
laminate flooring

4287

Turquoise mobility scooter with key and charger

4288

Small yellow electric mower, no grass box

*4289

Boxed Clarke 4 drawer tool cabinet

*4290

Yellow Clarke tool cabinet with accessories

*4291

Illuminator telescopic floodlight

*4292

SIP Weldmate HG2300MP inverter welder, boxed

4320

Pallet containing G clamps, garden tools, funnels,
pop rivets, drill bits, motor spares, lin bins etc.
4486 Pop up work bench

*4322

Pop up work bench

*4323

Pop up work bench

4324

4441 Oil drain unit

4325

Large anvil with stand and accessories

4326

Large anvil with stand and accessories

Spare
AirMate Hurricane upright compressor with air hose

Pallet containing wire cable, axle stands, watering
can, chemicals, funnels, spanners, oil, clamps etc.

*4321

Blue 2 wheel sack truck (bent axle)

*4285

4319

*4327

Boxed Black & Decker workmate

*4328

Boxed Duratool 9.5" angle grinder

*4329

Boxed Duratool 9.5" angle grinder

*4330

Boxed mini grinder and drill kit and a temperature
control soldering station

*4331

Boxed SIP 4" and 8" belt/disc sander

*4332

Large box of masking take

*4333

2 white boxes containing a large quantity of small
screw boxes

4293

4464 Small vacuum cleaner

4334

4 Vauxhall alloy wheels

4294

4479 Large table saw

4335

Car battery charger

*4336

Harris paint roller set

*4295

Large box of LED pop up santas

*4296

Box of water sprinklers

4337

2 ton trolley jack

*4297

Box of LAP wall lights and adjustable twin wall
lights

4338

4573 - Mini pipe bending kit

4339

Newtool bench grinder and wet grinder

*4298

Box of LAP floodlights

*4299

Box of waterproof sockets

*4300

Box of waterproof sockets and wireless Byron plug
in doorbell kits

*4301

Boxed seed spreader

*4302

Box of Blooma security lights

*4303

Box of Erbauer rechargeable lights
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*4340
4341

600 mm Iron bull adjustable iron spanner

4342

4510 - 110v transformer

*4343
4344
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3 boxed Salter bathroom scales

Duratool soldering station
4544 - Metal tin containing shackles and a chain
block

*4345

Evolusion 12" diamond blade

*4346

Box of self clothing protective sleeving

4386

4478 - Box of engineering drill bits

4387

2 metal toolboxes containing a small quantity of
tap dies, spanners, etc

4347

Newtool screwdriver set, Bosch drill, mini grinding
heads and a drill bit set

*4388

4348

Rotorcraft 3-in-1 worktop tool and a soldering iron

4349

2 Alan Bradley test units

4350

2 boxes of collets and large router bit cutters

4391

Woolsey Swift animal shears

*4351

Flat form fold-up truck

4392

*4352

4 boxes of 1 1/2" paint brushes

4663 - Makita battery drill with 2 batteries and
charger and a Makita angle grinder

*4353

4 boxes of 2 1/2" paint brushes

*4354

12 Autocare large rubber torches

*4355

3 boxed Salter bathroom scales

*4356

Box of Enhance Foam carpet shampoo

*4357

4389
*4390

*4393
4394

2 black wheeled boxes
Wallis digital tuner and amplifier and 2 speakers
Dewalt tool kit consisting of drill, impact driver,
torch, circular saw, jigsaw, 3 batteries and charger

Duratool tool kit
Measuring gauges, taps and dies

*4395

Box containing work gloves, extension cable,
small DeWalt socket set, Stanley FatMax tape
measure and knife and a cat light

6 packs of Vileda Micro One Pocket mop pads

*4396

DeWalt socket set and a DeWalt organiser box

*4358

24 tubs of lightweight filler

*4397

3 sets of Steelman adjustable wrenches

*4359

24 tubs of lightweight filler

*4398

4695 - LAN installation toolkit and a digital TV
aerial

*4399

Swan CCTV system (very used)

*4400

Wireless backup camera and 3 power banks

*4401

3 megaphones

*4402

Digital metal detector and some cable rods

*4403

5 Royal fan heaters

*4404

2 Acurite digital clocks (1 boxed, 1 unboxed)

*4405

4 boxed solar motion lights and a quantity of loose
solar motion lights

*4406

8 plastic storage boxes

*4407

4708 - Quantity of loose security lights

4360

Small quantity of cable

*4361

Reno mono block tap

*4362

Reno mono block tap

*4363

Reno mono block tap

*4364

Reno mono block tap

*4365

4 boxes of 2 1/2" paint brushes

*4366

10 tubs of tile renovation floor paint in chilli red

*4367

3 lighting panels

4368

Large blue box containing hand drill, bottle jack
and planes etc

4369

8 boxes of metal angle grinder grinding discs

4370

7 boxes of angle grinder stone discs

4371

4580 - 'O' rings, screws, washers and pins

*4372

3 tubs of Bostik rapid setting cement

4373

Tray of taps and dies

4374

4555 - Large set of Moore & Wright micrometers

*4375

B & W International Jumbo tool case

*4376

Makita DPX chop saw in 4 parts

*4377

3 tubs of Bostik rapid setting cement

*4378

2 Duratool saw horses

4379
4380
4381
*4382
4383

4408

4709 - 8 high gain aerials

*4409

2 convex mirrors

*4410

3 Acurite digital clocks (2 boxed, 1 unboxed)

*4411

Workshop light

*4412

2 boxed Stanley heaters

*4413

2 boxed and 1 unboxed workshop heaters

*4414

2 unboxed workshop heaters

4415

Sykes-Pickavant diesel engine setting tool

4416

Sykes-Pickavant large torque wrench and 2 other
wrenches

Wooden toolbox of tools, saw horse and a plastic
*4417
toolbox containing: saws, screwdrivers and files etc
*4418
Red 4 wheeled toolbox, bottle jack, trolley jack
and a mechanics creeper board
*4419

Boxed PSX jumpstart kit
Unboxed PSX jumpstart kit
Unboxed PSX jumpstart kit

4737 - 225/45/17 tyre

*4420

1 metal and 2 plastic toolcases

Lekico work light and a charging cable

*4421

Large underbay of cleaning cloths, wiper blades,
car mats, wash brushes, etc

4422

Sealey vacuum brake bleeder, Sykes-Pickavant
brake flaring tool kit and a Sykes-Pickavant
vacuum system tester

4423

Sykes-Pickavant angular torque gauge and a
battery tester

5 43mm diameter shafted heavy duty jockey
wheels

4384

5 43mm diameter shafted heavy duty jockey
wheels

4385

2 wooden toolboxes containing a quantity of tools,
taps, drain rods, saws, jacks, etc
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4424

Clutch service tool kit for Vauxhall Opel

*4466

Chrome pullout mixer tap

4425

Boxed ceiling light

*4467

Shower head and rail

3 paper towel dispensers

*4468

24 tubs of lightweight filler

*4426
4427

Large Black & Decker 8'' double ended bench
grinder

4428

Wooden toolbox containing a hammer, tape
measure, sharpening stone and a small level

4429

Plastic toolbox containing hot glue gun, wall
plugs, riveter, drill bits and various other tools

4430
4431

4469

Kitchen mixer tap

*4470

Myra sport electric shower

*4471

10 boxed ProElec oil filled radiators

*4472

6 boxed and 1 unboxed ProElec oil filled radiators

*4473

Myra Sport shower in bag

Used Skoda V1 grill and box of blinds

*4474

3 boxed Tavistock soft close toilet seats

Continental International 4 cross slide vice and
one engineer's vice

*4475

Set of wheel trims and 2 sets of seat covers

*4476

Box of small webbing straps

*4432

Boxed SIP pillar drill

*4433

8 boxes of Ultra Cut fisher bolts

4477

2 sets of DeWalt work trousers and a hooded
sweat shirt

Box of roofing sheet nails

*4478

Large box renovation tiled floor paint in chilli red

*4435

4 packs of assorted laminate flooring

*4479

*4436

Small flatpack chrome rack

4795 2 tubs of enhanced foam shampoo for
carpets

*4437

Clark boxed flatpack rack

*4480

Stanley drill organiser box

*4438

4754 - 3 Karcher window vacuums

*4481

*4439

2 Karcher window vacuums

Vauxhall shock absorber and spring, set of mats,
and wind deflectors

*4440

Boxed Casio cash register

*4482

Small water tank

*4441

Unboxed Casio cash register

*4442

1 boxed and 1 unboxed ProShip weighing scales

*4443

Karcher steamer

*4444

Karcher K7 full control electric pressure washer

4434

4445

Quantity of drill bits, punchers, spanner, large
shears, etc

4483

2 boxes of files, clamps, large spanners,
hammers, etc.

4484

3 Sunforce solar motion lights and 3 x Blooma
lights, ceiling light, and desk light

4485

Large Classic box commercial size sockets and
socket bars

4486

Stirrup pump

4487

Air drill, air ratchet, air hammer set etc.

4488

Kamasa 7 piece auto body repair kit

4489

Spray gun plus a cap and cooling system test kit

4490

Set of Stilsons and 2 pry bars

*4446

2 packs of Golden Select vinyl flooring

*4447

4 tubs of All Weather setting paving jointing
compound

*4448

Underbay of assorted door mats

*4449

Electronic instant water tank

*4491

Box of various pullers

*4450

3 yellow and grey extension cables

*4492

*4451

ProShip postal scales

Duratool re-work station and regulated power
supply

4452

Karcher floor cleaner

4453

Karcher floor cleaner

4454

Karcher floor cleaner

4455

4767 - Karcher floor cleaner

4456

4768 - Karcher floor cleaner

*4457

Karcher floor cleaner (no stand)

*4458

3 rolls of small cable

4459

Batavia boxed telescopic ladder

*4461

Batavia unboxed telescopic ladder

*4462

Boxed Tavistock bathroom mirror

*4463

Boxed Meaco portable air cooler

*4464

Fold up sack truck

*4465

2 packs of grey tiles
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Speaker set

4494

Sykes-Pickavant unique ball bearing puller plus a
tap and die set

*4495

Oil filled radiator (boxed)

*4460

4493

2 boxed axle stands

4496

Bosch vehicle testing oscilloscope

4497

4826 Large dust sheet

4498

Supreme hydraulic body frame repair kit

4499

2 large socket sets

4500

Kasmar screw bit set and 3 socket sets

*4501

Large Smith & Locke digital safe

*4502

2 small digital safes

*4503

2 small digital safes

*4504

2 small digital safes

*4505

1 boxed and 1 unboxed digital safes

*4506

Box of assorted door handles
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*4507

Assorted items incl. camping table, large
chainsaw bar, linear clamps and brackets and
metal struts

*4508

2 large Delonghi boxed oil filled radiators

*4509

2 large boxed Delonghi oil filled radiators

*4510

1 large boxed white Delonghi oil filled radiator, and
1 unboxed grey radiator

*4511

6 unboxed Delonghi large oil filled radiators

*4512

4843 Woods boxed dehumidifier

*4513

Meaco boxed dehumidifier

*4514

Boxed dehumidifer

*4515

4 small boxed Delonghi oil filled radiators

*4516

3 small boxed Delonghi oil filled radiators

*4517

3 small boxed Delonghi oil filled radiators

*4518

3 small boxed Delonghi oil filled radiators

*4519

4 small unboxed Delonghi oil filled radiators

*4520

Boxed Mill oil filled radiator and convector heater

*4521

Boneco healthy air humidifier, boxed

*4522

8 boxed quartz heaters, 1 unboxed quartz heater
and 2 small oil filled radiators

*4523

5 convector heaters

*4524

2 boxed and 1 unboxed panel heaters

*4525

Blyss wall hung heater and an electric fire, boxed

*4526

Mill panel heater and convector heater

*4527

Winex air purifier (no box)

*4528

Winex air purifier (no box)

4529

Cordless nailer by Bammer in case (tool and
attachment only)

4530

spare

*4601

Bag containing Black Spur packets of radiator
sleeves, 2 different sizes of kitchen and toilet
plungers, shower waste and gutter part

*4602

Bag containing LED down lights, extension
cables, pendant kits, clamp meter, electric motor
and other electrical items

*4603

Bag containing Uni-T electrical tester, Q Tech
continuity tester, laser range finder, Stanley laser
line level, Measure King tape measure and other
tools

*4604

Bag containing shower kit, Vortex waste, Drayton
motorized valve, infra red valve control, universal
shower filters, tap and other plumbing items

*4605

Bag containing pop up sockets, fire rated down
lights, dummy camera, extension cables, ceiling
roses and electric motor

*4606

tap, 2 mono basin mixers, shower wastes, toilet
fitting, flexible hose and shower head
*4609

Bag containing 2 mono mixer taps, Mira Sport
electric shower front panel, 2 Manrose flexible
pipe, toilet roll holder and other plumbing fittings

*4610

Bag containing No Parking signs, safety wear, gas
mask, drain cover and other items

*4611

Bag containing safety mirrors, edging strip,
castors, door protectors, curtain wire and various
other items

*4612

Bag containing wireless doorbell, 24h mechanical
timers, smoke alarm, carbon monoxide alarm,
cable tidy, small heater, etc.

*4613

Large bag of LED bulbs, auto light night light
sensors, 5 active light bulbs and large quantity of
other bulbs

*4614

Bag containing plant food, black grate polish,
fertiliser, blue treadmill oil, waterproof agent and
other chemicals

*4615

Bag containing frame sealant, decorators caulk,
wood glue, quick grout, wood filler, general
purpose silicon, etc.

*4616

Bag containing 5" paintbrushes, PVC tape,
carpenters pencil, gloves, scissors and other
decorating items

*4617

Bag containing single circuit electro mechanical
time switches, PVC insulation tape, window
alarms, door handle alarms, wireless motion
sensors, switches, sockets, soldering irons and
other electrical items

*4618

Bag containing Mind Your Head sign, Caution Do
Not Enter tape, Dymo vinyl, fixings, chains, clips,
etc.

*4619

Makita cordless circular saw with blade, no
battery, no charger

*4620

Bag containing rawl plugs, bolts, screws, nuts,
staples, washers, handles, locks, etc.

*4621

Bag containing Makita SDS drill bits, Bostitch
stapler, Bosch blades, voltage testers, hand drills,
chisels, wax carving set and other tools

*4622

Bag containing door handles, letter boxes, door
stop, castors, brackets, etc.

*4623

Bag containing car parts incl. brake calipers,
carburettors, lights, bolts, seatbelt parts,
disposable car seat covers, etc.

*4624

Bag containing air filter, roof rack parts, bearings,
Panasonic vintage stereo and other car parts

*4625

Bag containing phone holders, scrapers, new
driver plates, mirrors, signs, etc.

*4626

Bag containing rear lights, gaskets, trim parts and
various other car parts

Erbauer EXT brushless impact drive (no battery or
charger), battery powered circular saw (no battery *4627
or charger), 14 in 1 ratchet screwdriver and Gun
Smithing screwdriver set

Bag containing motorcycle care kit, Williams car
cleaning kit, metal polish, turtle wax, leather
conditioner, air fresheners, etc.

*4607

Bag containing tent poles, table top TV stand,
wire, flat screen support, furniture feet, filters, fan
and other parts

*4628

Bag containing Mercedes Benz sign, BMW
badges, Land Rover badge, Triumph badges and
other badges

*4608

Bag containing touch sensitive pull out kitchen

*4629

Bag containing motorbike parts incl. screens,
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shock absorbers, helmets, clothing, locks, lights,
gloves, etc.
*4630

Bag of bike and motorbike parts incl. shock
absorbers, chain, clothing, cogs, water bottles,
bike covers, etc.

*4631

Bike tyres, mud guards, bike pedals and other
bike parts

*4632

Bag containing vehicle black box DDR, Pioneer
stereo, phone chargers, Porsch charger, LED
headlights, warning lights, etc.

*4633

Bag containing car mats, seat covers and car
covers

*4634

Quantity of assorted windscreen wipers

*4635

Bag containing nut runner, magnetic parts tray,
engine timing kit, welding rods, Allen keys,
Silverline power bank and other tools

*4636

DeWalt zipped tool bag

*4637

Red double ended bench grinder

*4638

Suzuki GN125 1982-2001 rear wheel with tyre

*4639

Toilet seat, toilet flush and an extractor fan

*4640

Red electric heater

*4641

Bag containing various spray paints, to include:
satin black, yacht varnish, pro-writing fluorescent
paint, Hammerite etc

Shades, 2 small tins of Iris garden Shades and 2
tins of Nuvo cabinet paint
*4656

Large tub of pure brilliant white matt emulsion,
smaller tub of pure brilliant white matt emulsion,
tin of Thompson roof seal and a tin of Farrow &
Ball Day Room Yellow paint

*4657

Bag containing Dettol laundry cleaner, Ariel, Dettol
liquid and Eco Leaf conditioner

*4658

5L tub of 5W30 fully synthetic oil and 4L of 10W50
synthetic oil

*4659

2 x 5L tubs of Chlorine granules and patio cleaner,

*4660

3 tubs of Jeyes Fluid

*4661

2 tubs of Spear & Jackson algae moss and mould
remover, together with 2 tubs of moss killer

*4662

Tub of soap solution, washable PVA glue and
some paint conditioner

*4663

Quantity of plugs, plug adapters, light bulbs, torch
etc

*4664

Woodstain, gutter repair, acrylic paints, wood
glue, clipper oil etc

*4665

Selection of screws, hooks, brackets and fixings

*4666

Large bag of assorted hardware, chains, brackets
etc

*4667

Window alarms, shower heads, valves,
thermostats and plumbing accessories

*4668

Quantity of plugs, plug adapters, light bulbs etc

*4642

Bag containing a large quantity of Soudal and
Everbuild expanding foam

*4643

Bag containing Sticky Stuff Remover, spray
adhesive, Stop That Leak, mitre bond and air
dusters etc

*4669

Drill bit, hammer, soldering iron, tape measures,
cutting discs, router cutters, anvil, chucks, saw
blades, tape and other tooling

*4644

Bag containing de-icer, valve intake cleaner, air
con sanitiser and other car products

*4670

Ryobi disc cutter, foam gun, tube bender, Rolson
tool belt, spiral brush set and work gloves

*4645

Large bag of Soudal filler foam and sound foam

*4671

Estwing 22oz hammer and Zubat Silky saw

*4646

Large bag of Soudal filler foam and sound foam

*4672

Quantity of various sized extension leads

*4647

Bag containing contact adhesive, air dusters,
Amimedazon spray, Sticky Stuff Remover and
other sprays

*4673

Padlocks, hinges, kitchen counter leg, oven
element, fixings and assorted hardware

*4648

Bag containing spray brake cleaner, varnish,
gloss, Hammerite, interior cleaner, belt dressing
and other sprays

*4674

HD camera, Hive and other light bulbs, extension
leads, fuse box, clip on light cables etc

*4675

Cased drill bit set and 2 cased puller sets

*4676

Log splitter, F clamps, tape measures, sanding &
cutting discs, drain auger, voltage tester and LED
flood light

*4677

Hand hotties, work gloves, tool apron, filter,
sealant, tarpaulin, letter box, fixings etc

*4678

Bag containing large quantity of Sealacone
silicone saving caps

*4679

Bag containing 12v car replay socket kits

*4680

Extractor fan, smoke alarms, sealant, silicone,
water filters and sink plungers

*4649

Five large tins of Dulux pure brilliant white gloss,
together with a small of satinwood

*4650

Large tin of Dulux pure brilliant white silk
emulsion, 2 tins of Dulux grey paint and a tin of
Johnstones grey paint

*4651

3 large tins of Dulux Easycare Egyptian cotton
matt emulsion

*4652

5 tins of assorted Dulux, Leyland and Johnstone
emulsion, in various colours to include: yellow,
pink and blue

*4653

2 large tins of Dulux Polished Pebble matt
emulsion

*4681

Ronseal wood paint, Cuprinol garden shades paint
and Quick dry wood stain

*4654

3 large tins of Urban Slate Cuprinol Garden
Shades and a tin of Cuprinol Urban Slate decking
stain

*4682

Vacuum cupping suction pumps, sink plungers,
sink tap kit, radiator sleeves etc

*4683

*4655

Large tin of Cuprinol Old English Green Garden
Shades, tin of Cuprinol White Daisy Garden

Window vents, drawer runners, brackets, ground
pegs, mat, filter etc
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*4684

Makita battery charger, Smart pulse charger,
multimeter, Dowelling jig, chisel, drill bits, cutting
discs, welding wire, tool bag etc

*4685

Anvil, plane, torch, lantern cable, surge protector,
hinges, staples, chainsaw chain etc

4686

spare

4687

spare

4688

spare

4689

spare

4690

spare

*5025

Grey painted oak top corner TV audio unit with
shelf and large single drawer (168)

*5026

Small oak TV audio unit with 2 shelves and single
door cupboard (157)

*5027

Cream painted oak top coffee table with 4 drawers
(160)

*5028

Oak corner TV audio unit with single shelf and
large drawer (167)

*5029

Oak corner TV audio unit with single shelf and
large drawer (7)

*5030

Large oak corner TV audio cabinet with shelf and
drawer (56)

*5031

White painted oak top open front bookcase (49)

*5032

White painted oak top sideboard with 2 drawers
and 2 single door cupboards (57)

*5033

Small oak sideboard with single drawer and double
door cupboard (162)

*5034

White painted oak top sideboard with 2 drawers
and 2 single door cupboards (43)

*5001

White painted oak top glazed display cabinet with
2 door cupboard (45)

*5002

Grey painted narrow tall open front bookcase with
oak top (155)

*5003

Oak dresser top/open front bookcase (159)

*5004

Grey painted full hanging double door wardrobe
(107)

*5005

Blue painted dressing table with 2 drawers (158)

*5006

Cream painted oak top open front bookcase (166) *5035

*5007

Blue painted side table with oak top and single
drawer (151)

Grey painted oak top small sideboard with 2
drawers and a double door cupboard (40)

*5036

Large white painted 6 drawer chest (48)

*5037

Oak sideboard with single cupboard door and wine
bottle rack (50)

*5008

Cream painted oak top sideboard with single
drawer and 2 door cupboard (148)

*5009

Cream painted oak top open front bookcase (166) *5038

Blue painted 6 drawer chest of drawers (48)

*5010

Cream painted oak top sideboard with single
drawer and 2 door cupboard

*5039

Grey painted oak top nest of 2 tables (165)

*5011

Cream painted oak top 2 door cupboard

*5040

Large white painted oak top sideboard with 2 long
drawers and 2 double door cupboards

*5012

Cream painted oak top small sideboard with 2
drawers and double door cupboard (134)

*5041

White painted chest of 2 drawers (156)

*5042
Oak small sideboard with single drawer and 2 door
*5043
cupboard (140)
*5044
Small white painted oak top lamp table with single
drawer and shelf (9)
*5045
Grey painted oak top bedside chest of 3 drawers
(3)
*5046

Oak lamp table with single drawer (41)

Cream painted oak top large sideboard with 2 long *5047
drawers and 2 2 door cupboards
(3)
*5048
Cream painted oak top small wine bottle unit with
*5049
single drawer and wine rack (145)

Grey painted sideboard with oak top 3 drawers
and 3 cupboards under (4)

*5013
*5014
*5015
*5016

*5017

Grey painted oak top nest of 2 tables (164)
Blue painted sideboard with oak top 3 drawers and
3 cupboards under (2)
Blue painted 2 drawer bedside cabinet (39)
Blue painted 2 drawer bedside cabinet

Small oak open front bookcase (163)
Mid size oak TV audio cabinet with 2 shelves and
2 single door cupboards

*5018

Oak small cupboard with single drawer and single
door cupboard (152)

*5050

*5019

Grey painted low cabinet with oak top 2 shelves 2
baskets and 2 single door cupboards (52)

Oak sideboard with 3 drawers and 3 single
cupboards (1)

*5051

White painted oak top 5 shelf open front bookcase

*5020

Cream painted oak top TV audio unit with 2
shelves and 2 glazed single doors (47)

*5052

Cream painted oak top large corner TV audio unit
with shelf and double door cupboard (1)

*5021

Grey painted oak top large TV audio unit with 2
shelves and 2 single door cupboards (51)

*5053

Grey painted oak top large corner TV audio unit
with shelf and cupboard below (104)

*5022

Grey painted oak top large TV audio unit with 2
shelves and 2 single door cupboards (53)

*5054

Cream painted oak trim dressing table mirror (95)

*5055

*5023

White painted oak top small TV audio cabinet with
*5056
2 shelves and 2 single door cupboard (6)

White painted oak top 2 shelf open front bookcase
(3)

*5024

Blue painted oak top corner TV audio unit with
shelf and large single drawer
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Blue painted oak top console table with shelf,
drawer and basket
Cream painted oak top small sideboard with 2

drawers and double door cupboard (96)

*5094

Oak top TV audio unit with shelf and drawer under

*5058

Cream painted oak top nest of 2 tables (2)

*5095

Cream painted oak top extending dining table (44)

*5059

Blue painted grey cloth dressing table stool

*5096

*5060

Grey painted oak top nest of 3 tables (10)

Set of 4 grey painted brown cloth dining chairs
(169)

*5061

Oak coffee table with shelf under (6)

*5097

Blue painted oak top extending dining table (54)

*5062

White painted bedside 2 drawer cabinet

*5098

Grey painted oak top 3 drawer bedside chest (129)

*5063

Large cream painted oak top TV audio unit with 2
shelves and 2 single door cupboards

*5099

2 modern metal framed circular nest of tables (141)

*5100

Oak lamp table with drawer and shelf (66)

*5064

Modern nest of 2 tables on metal frame (93)

*5101

White painted nest of 2 oak top tables (10)

*5065

Blue painted oak top nest of 3 tables

*5102

*5066

Blue painted oak top nest of 3 tables (147)

Oak sideboard with single cupboard door and wine
rack

*5067

Cream painted oak top nest of 2 tables (9)

*5103

*5068

Grey painted oak top coffee table with shelf under
(154)

Blue painted oak top coffee table with drawer
under (7)

*5104

Cream painted oak top nest of 3 tables (121)

*5069

White painted chest of 2 drawers (149)

*5105

Grey painted oak top 2 drawer chest (130)

*5070

Grey painted oak top nest of 3 tables (131)

*5106

*5071

White painted oak top coffee table with 2 drawers
and shelf under (91)

Oak mid size TV audio unit with shelves and 2
single door cupboards (105)

*5107

*5072

Oak nest of 2 tables (150)

Large oak sideboard with 2 long drawers and 2
door cupboard (111)

*5073

Large white painted and stained top TV audio unit
with shelf and 3 single drawers

*5108

Blue painted oak top 2 door display cabinet with
double door cupboard under (126)

*5074

Oak nest of 3 tables (153)

*5109

*5075

Small blue painted grey cloth dressing table stool
(8)

Grey painted oak top small chest of 3 drawers
(124)

*5110

White painted 6 drawer chest

*5076

White painted bedside unit with 3 drawers (129)

*5111

Oak wine bottle rack with drawer (9)

*5077

White painted bedside unit with 2 drawers (7)

*5112

*5078

Blue painted oak top corner TV audio unit with
shelf and large single drawer (108)

Blue painted oak top wine bottle rack with drawer
(128)

*5113

White painted oak top lamp table with drawer and
shelf under (5)

Grey painted oak top narrow open front bookcase
(135)

*5114

White painted oak top open front bookcase (110)

*5115

Oak nest of 3 tables (61)

*5116

Oak sideboard with 3 drawers and 3 single door
cupboards (112)

*5117

Grey painted oak top narrow 2 drawer chest (125)

*5118

Blue painted oak top 5 drawer tallboy (115)

*5119

White painted oak top tall unit with single drawer
and 3 shelves with baskets (118)

*5079
*5080

Oak unit with single drawer and single door
cupboard

*5081

Cream painted oak top bedside chest of 3 drawers

*5082

Mid size oak TV audio unit with 2 shelves and 2
single door cupboards (92)

*5083

Cream painted oak top large square lamp table
with single drawer (13)

*5084

Mid size white painted oak top TV audio unit with
2 shelves and 2 single door cupboards (90)

*5120

*5085

Modern metal frame 3 tier display shelf/bookcase
(146)

Grey painted oak top TV audio unit with 2 shelves
and 2 single door cupboards (116)

*5121

Oak narrow shelf unit (138)

*5086

Grey painted oak top 4 drawer coffee table

*5122

Blue painted 2 drawer beside unit (113)

*5087

White painted oak top corner TV audio unit with
shelf and double door cupboard (142)

*5123

Oak lamp table with single drawer (59)

*5124

Grey painted oak top small TV audio unit with
shelf and drawer (8)

*5125

Mid size grey painted oak top TV audio unit with 2
shelves and 2 single cupboard doors (5)

*5126

Grey painted oak top chest of 2 short and 4 long
drawers (114)

5088

5024 White painted chest of 5 drawers (4)

*5089

Wall mount desk bookcase unit (42)

*5090

Wall mount desk bookcase unit (94)

*5091

Large white bedframe 5' king (12)

*5092

Oak cabinet with single drawer and wine rack (144) *5127

*5093

Oak corner TV audio unit with shelf and large
single drawer (143)
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Cream painted oak top narrow unit with single
drawer and 4 shelves with baskets (119)
spare

5129

spare

5130

spare

5131

An Edwardian commercial Arts & Crafts glazed
oak bookcase with three fitted shelves enclosed
by a pair of glazed doors on a plinth base, h. 139
cm, w. 73 cm, d. 23 cm

5154

(13) A Ouchak wool carpet in the French manner
in shades of cream and pale pink approx 200 x
300cm

5155

(10) An Iranian carpet red ground and blue motifs
in the Persian manor approx. 200 x 300cm

5156

(15) Pale pink runner carpet with blue floral motifs
and border, approx 80 x 245cm

5157

(12) A Remstaler Kerima carpet in shades of
brown and mustard with foliate motifs approx. 250
x 350cm

5158

(11) An Iranian Pamchal carpet, red ground and
blue border with Persian style foliate decoration
approx. 250 x 350cm

5132

5013 A 19th century mahogany and strung chest
of two short and three long graduated drawers, w.
101.5 cm

5133

A large modern ceramic vase of ovoid form, h. 60
cm

5134

An Edwardian mahogany, strung an inlaid revolving
bookcase, h. 89 cm
5159

5135

An early 20th century mahogany side table having
four folding sections, w. 54 cm

5136

A modern Jali dresser with a pair of metalwork
doors, w. 100 cm

5137

A modern Jali sideboard with three drawers and
three metalwork doors, w. 136 cm

5138

5023 A selection of prints inc. novelty picture of
flying car from Sir Algenon, Alton Towers series
with various still life's, impressionists prints, etc.

5139

*5160

Modern Torino carpet runner in shades of grey and
brown, approx. 67 x 240cm

5161

Modern Torino carpet runner in shades of grey and
brown, approx. 66 x 244cm

5162

Modern Safavieh Montreal shag pile carpet, approx
148 x 90 cm

5163

Modern Jewel carpet in shades of grey and green,
approx. 120 x 170 cm

5164

A grey Windward sheepskin rug, approx. 180 x
110 cm

A pair of Jali square lamp tables on metalwork
bases, w. 60.5 cm

5140

A modern Jali coffee table on a metalwork bases,
w. 135 cm

5141

An early 20th century stripped pine chest of two
short and three long graduated drawers on a plinth
base with white ceramic handles, w. 107 cm

5142

A reproduction mahogany writing/card table with
*5167
green tooled leather surface on tapered legs, w. 92
cm
5168
A late 19th/early 20th century mahogany, strung
*5169
and inlaid ladies writing desk with mirrored gallery
over a slope and single drawer on tapered legs
*5170
joined by a cross stretcher, w. 52.5 cm

5143

(14) Afghanistan wool carpet with white ground
and red border and geometric motifs approx. 190 x
250cm

*5165
5166

A modern grey Soft-Step carpet, approx 160 x 213
cm
A modern Argos carpet in the Persian style,
approx 180 x 230cm
A modern bathroom chest of five wicker drawers,
w. 39.5 cm
5077 A blue finish utility kitchen cabinet, w. 76 cm
5085 A white finish two drawer bedside cabinet,
w. 48.5 cm
5087 A grey finish and oak topped coffee table
with two drawers, w. 90 cm

5144

5119 A late 19th/early 20th century mahogany
astragal glazed two door bookcase, w. 112 cm

*5171

5145

(8) An oil on canvas depicting cottages by a lake,
approx 69 x 88 cm excluding frame

5103 A modern oak sideboard of three drawers
and two cupboards on turned legs, w. 160 cm

*5172

5146

A modern Jali two drawer side table, w. 100 cm

A modern pale purple upholstered bedroom stool
on dark legs, h. 62 cm

*5173

A modern pale purple upholstered bedroom stool
on white legs, h. 62 cm

*5174

5067 Two modern grey finish table mirrors

*5175

5068 A modern cream finish and oak topped
corner TV cabinet, w. 90 cm

*5176

5069 A modern dark grey finish and oak topped
corner TV cabinet, w. 90 cm

*5147

A grey fabric three section corner sofa including a
large footstool

5148

Spare lot

5149

Spare lot

5150

Spare lot

5151

(25) Taj Mahal Prado wool carpet with pale orange
ground and floral decoration approx. 170 x 230cm

5152

5153

(16) Afghanistan hand woven carpet in shades of
brown, cream and blue depicting geometric motifs,
approx. 160 x 200cm

5177
*5178

A pair of modern copper finish industrial style
ceiling lights

5179

A pair of 1970's style teak finish chests of four
graduated drawers, w. 75 cm

5180

An Edwardian mahogany two tier side table, w. 71
cm

(1) Large carpet in green and cream ground with
Grecian style border, approx 200 x 250cm
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*5181
5182

5183
*5184

A set of three early/mid 20th century board room
chairs upholstered in blue rexine

5209

A vintage bentwood slide viewer and slides

5210

Spare

5211

5117 A pine blanket box, w. 85 cm

5212

Spare

A beech and elm open armchair, w. 65 cm

5213

A rustic plate rack

A set of ten early 20th century blue rexine
upholstered boardroom chairs, including a pair of
carvers, some stamped 'Hands & Sons Ltd 1937'

5214

Spare

5215

Spare

A reproduction yew twin pedestal desk with an
arrangement of nine drawers, w. 137 cm, together
with a matching two drawer pedestal, w. 55 cm

*5185

An early 20th century green rexine upholstered
open armchair in the manner of Howard, w. 90 cm

*5186

A pair of early 20th century open armchairs, one in
blue rexine upholstery, the other in green fabric
upholstery, w. 67 cm

5187
*5188

*5216
5217

Spare

5218

5145 A brown leather finish three piece suite
comprising three seater sofa, armchair and
footstool

5219

5108 A black leather finish three seated sofa

5057 A black faux leather barber's chair
A near set of four early 20th century green rexine
upholstered gentlemen's armchairs in the manner
of Howard, w. 72 cm

5216 A pair of teak finish glazed bookcase
cabinets, w. 82 cm

*5220

5078 A cream finish dressing table mirror

5221

5149 An early 20th century nursing chair, an
Edwardian bedroom chair and a caned bathroom
chair

5222

Spare

5189

A pair of modern pale cream and yellow striped
fabric upholstered armchairs, w. 70 cm

5190

A pale green and brown painted pew, approx. l.
232 cm

5191

A pale green and brown painted pew, approx. l.
232 cm

5224

5192

A pale green and brown painted pew, approx. l.
232 cm

An Edwardian two tier occasional table and a
similar octagonal table

5225

5193

A pale green and brown painted pew, approx. l.
232 cm

A mid 20th century glazed mahogany finish
bookcase, w. 135 cm

5226

5194

An early 20th century glazed oak bookcase, w.
61.5 cm

A mid 20th century mahogany finish chest of four
drawers, w. 85 cm

5227

*5195

A set of five early 20th century oak and brown
rexine upholstered dining chairs, including one
carver

A mid 20th century Stag oak finish chest of six
drawers, w. 75.5 cm

5228

A stripped oak stand/stool frame, w. 68 cm

5229

A 1970's teak coffee table with caned second tier,
w. 128 cm

5230

A Singer treadle sewing machine base, w. 90 cm

5231

A 1980's glazed teak corner cabinet, w. 95 cm

5232

5146 A CosiChair reclining armchair in pale brown
fabric upholstery

*5223

5196

A late 19th/early 20th century pale green button
upholstered nursing chair, w. 64 cm

5197

A small G-Plan cottage style suite comprising
electrically operated armchair, two seater sofa and
footstool in pale cream floral upholstery

5198

***WITHDRAWN*** 5043 A Stag dressing table
and pair of matching bedside cabinets

5199
5200
5201

5233
A 1970's teak extending dining table and six chairs *5234
*see soft furnishings policy
5235
5072 A 19th century mahogany bureau with fitted
fall front section above three drawers, w. 91.5 cm
5236
A three plank pine topped refectory style table on
5237
a dark stained base, approx l. 245 cm

5202

A three plank pine topped refectory style table on
a dark stained base, approx l. 245 cm

5203

Four glazed teak wall mounted cabinets, average
w. 91 cm, together with a similar bookcase

5204

5148 A light oak gateleg dining table

5205

A vintage Bakelite cased valve radio, h. 42 cm

5206

Spare

5207

Spare

5208

A vintage green Harrods cool box
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5189 An oak dresser top, w. 85 cm

A 1970's teak highboy, w. 137 cm
A Herringbone sofa table
A coffee and cream painted chest of six drawers,
w. 61 cm
Spare lot
A late 19th century armchair of small proportions
upholstered in a red/gold floral fabric on carved
feet, w. 61 cm, together with an Edwardian salon
armchair

5238

A 1970's Parker Knoll teak framed open armchair
in cream fabric upholstery, together with an Ikea
type open armchair
*see upholstery policy

5239

A modern black Windsor type open armchair

5240

Two pine bedside cabinets

5241

A large modern pine finish chest of eight long
drawers, w. 165 cm

5242

A modern pine finish chest of two short and four
long graduated drawers, w. 85 cm

5243

A small mahogany two shelf bookcase/stool, w.
82 cm

5244

A tea trolley, a tripod wine table and a small oak
framed stool

5245

A rustic square coffee table with storage wells and
drawers, w. 85 cm

5246

A set of four Italian Habitat style caned and tubular
chrome kitchen chairs

5247

5249

A 1950's gold button upholstered wing armchair on 5278
cabriole legs, w. 73 cm
5279
*see soft furnishings policy
5280
Four modern regulator type wall clocks
5281
A Sweet Dreams double divan bed and mattress

5250

A single divan bed and mattress

5251

A 4ft divan bed and mattress

*5252

5248

cm
5274

A 1970's brown plastic and chrome tea trolley and
two oak tea trolleys

5275

A modern Jali corner TV cabinet with metalwork
doors, w. 88 cm

5276

A 1970's teak chest of three graduated drawers,
w. 82 cm, together with a pair of matching bedside
cabinets

5277

A 1970's teak coffee table with slatted second tier,
w. 104 cm
A cream and pale blue utility cabinet, w. 106 cm
A pair of pine finish three drawer chests, w. 89 cm
An oak drop leaf dining table
A Victorian mahogany two door bookcase, w. 107
cm

5282

A reproduction burr elm finish Canterbury, w. 50
cm

A rolled 4ft sprung mattress

5283

5253

A mid 20th century glazed mahogany finish
cabinet, w. 68.5 cm

A G-Plan type glazed coffee table of circular form,
d. 84

5284

5254

An early 20th century leaded glazed oak cabinet,
w. 91 cm

A modern quartz mantel clock by Juliana modelled
as a female musician, w. 52 cm

5285

5137 - Pair of coastal watercolours

5255

A pine lamp table and a nest of three pine tables

5286

1930's wall clock in oak case

5256

A modern Jali two door cabinet, w. 86 cm

5287

5257

A reproduction drop side sofa table, w. 44 cm

5258

Two loom style bedroom chairs

Box containing a quantity of prints and sketches,
to include: studies of dogs, yachts at sea, rural
scenes, stately homes and churches

5259

A set of five pine kitchen chairs, two similar chairs
and an octagonal coffee table

5288

5143 - 2 stacks of prints and paintings, to include:
owl, bull terrier, yachts at sea, river with bridge,
farm buildings and hotel lobby

5260

A cased HMV record player, w. 67 cm

5289

Milk Maids yoke

5261

A modern mahogany cased grandfather clock by
C. Wood & Son

5290

5136 - Pair of framed and glazed paintings, river
scenes

5262

An early/mid 20th century green upholstered
bedroom chair

5291

S G Anderson, oil on canvas, country church

5263

Two early 20th century painted pot cupboard

5292

Watercolour, river and bridge

5264

A 1970's teak sideboard of three drawers, two
doors and a fall front section, w. 198 cm

5293

Oil on board, wooden clogs, raffia bark picture of a
village scene, still life painting of flowers, plus a
print of chefs at work

5265

A modern cream fabric female mannequin

5294

5266

A nest of 1970's teak tables, max w. 59 cm

5267

A quantity of cream painted bedroom furniture
comprising cabinet, dressing table, chest, narrow
chest and two bedside cabinets

Quantity of prints and paintings, to include: high
street, Egyptian pyramids, Mediterranean scene,
studies of dogs, country lane, plus an oval
bevelled mirror

5295

5365 - Framed and glazed watercolour, river with
fishermen

5296

Oil on board, study of a young girl

5297

Carved wooden African mask

5298

Carved wooden African mask

5299

Babycham advertising print

5300

Oleograph, The Wedding Party

5301

Oil on board village scene with church spire,
stream and bridge

5302

Oil on canvas study of a young boy

5303

4 mirrors in gilt frames

5304

Print of The Loving Couple in a wheat field

5268

A set of four Ercol elm seated 'wishbone' kitchen
chairs and a matching rectangular dining table

5269

A quantity of travelling cases, handbags and other
bags

5270

A 1970's tea drop leaf dining table, an oak three
tier tea trolley and a mid 20th century sewing
cabinet and contents

5271

A black clothes rail, a pine towel rail and a modern
silver stand

5272

A single electrically operated bed base and
headboard

5273

A modern black glazed five tier bookcase, w. 70
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5305

Oil on board still life with pink flowers

5306

Pastel drawing of a sheep dog

5307

Oil on canvas mother with child

5308

5240 Rectangular bevelled mirror in gilt frame

5309

(7) Oleograph still life with flowers and vase

5310

Framed and glazed print of young lady in pink
bonnet

5338

Safavieh table lamp with cream column and shade

*5339

5037 Oak bedside cabinet single drawer and door
under

5340

Pine open fronted bookcase

5341

Pair of reflective crackle glazed and silver painted
table lamps with cream shades

*5342

Grey leather effect modular 6 piece corner suite

*5343
Painted magazine rack plus a qty of paintings to
inc. lady with spaniel, Big Ben (St Stephens
Tower) by Roy Kraty and still life with fruit £30.00 - 5344
£40.00

5213 - Black leather effect electric reclining
armchair

5312

Metal quartz wall clock

5345

Cherry effect glazed single door bookcase

5313

3 bevelled mirrors in gilt and cream frames

5346

Victorian 3 tier hanging shelf

5314

4 paneled Picasso print with animals

5315

Framed and glazed limited edition print Tuscan
village with sunflowers in foreground

5316

5049 Dome topped mirror, an oval gilt picture
frame plus a Constable print of the Mill at Dedham

5317

Glazed beech 3 door display cabinet with
cupboard base under plus a matching TV cabinet

5318

Italian sewing box

5319

2 cased Singer sewing machines

5320

Cream painted metal single bedstead

5311

*5321
5322

5206 Box containing furniture parts
8 boxes containing a large qty of reference books
and dictionaries to inc. Titanic, The Blitz, film
reviews plus cookery books and home remedies

*5347

Silver painted metal adjustable floor lamp

*5349

5033 - Grey suede effect electric reclining
armchair

*5350

Faux marble and chrome pull out 2 tier coffee
table

5351

2 black glass lamp tables, one boxed (a/f)

5352

(4) 5 crucifixes

5353

(3) Wooden and brass crucifix

5354

Canaletto print of Venice

*5355

4 rectangular mirrors in wooden and gilt painted
frames

5357

Mounted piece of driftwood

5358

Glass brown leather and chrome side table with
magazine rack under

5359

Mounted piece of driftwood

5360

Mounted piece of driftwood

5324

Dark oak sideboard 2 drawers and cupboards
under plus an oak finished glazed single door
cabinet

5325

Dark oak dresser with 2 drawers and cupboards
under

5326

5361
2 modern Bankers lamps, a Chinese inspired
metal censor plus a figure of a leopard and a brass
5362
and wooden candlestick
5363
Teak magazine rack plus a pair of beech stools

5328

McIntosh double door sideboard with drawers to
the side

5329

8 boxes containing gaming and music magazines
plus ephemera, Kylie and Dannii Minogue
calendars plus ref. books

5330

Bent cane and glazed conservatory table

5331

Dark oak open fronted bookcase

5332

Cane and wicker bedroom suite comprising double 5367
wardrobe, narrow chest of 6 drawers, chest of 3
drawers and a 2 drawer bedside cabinet

5333

2 1980's melamine and chrome desks

5334

Pair of 1980's chrome and melamine desks

5335

Carved Makonde sculpture

5336

Case containing an England atlas photos from the
air

5337

Narrow black painted 3 drawer cabinet
34

Rectangular bevelled mirror in silver painted frame
(a/f)

5356

Green leather effect Chesterfield style office chair
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Contemporary Eames style coat rack

5348

5323

5327

Cherry effect sideboard with central drawers and
cupboards to the side

4 Ercol style stick back dining chairs
Modern quartz wall clock
Oval G-Plan extending dining table plus 6 chairs
(see soft furnishings policy
https://www.peacockauction.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2020/01/Mid-Century-Design-SoftFurnishings-Policy.docx)

5364

Turned wooden floor lamp

5365

Box containing a CD player, tuner, Sega game
plus speakers

5366

Circular beech table with 2 stick back chairs
4 red rexine and beech dining chairs (see soft
furnishings policy
https://www.peacockauction.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2020/01/Mid-Century-Design-SoftFurnishings-Policy.docx)

5368

4 modern carpet runners with red border and floral
pattern

5369

Red floral button back armchair

5370

Glazed and chromed TV stand

5371

Upholstered footstool, 3 side tables, a stick stand
and a modern dumbwaiter

5406

Box containing a quantity of die cast cars

5372

Oak refectory style table plus 6 chairs to include 2
carvers

5407

Box containing oil lamps, reservoirs, shades and
blue and white crockery

5373

(2) Brass ceiling light with glass panels

5408

3 boxes and a tin trunk containing artificial
bulrushes, quantity of candles, quartz clocks, a
pottery vase, barometer, children's' toys,
glassware and crockery

5374

2 striped carpets (approx 1.5 x 2.4m)

5375

2 striped carpets (approx 1.5 x 2.4m)

5376

2 striped carpets (approx 1.5 x 2.4m)

5409

4 boxes containing glassware, picnic basket,
Royal Albert lavender rose patterned crockery,
loose cutlery and roasting pans

5377

2 striped carpets (approx 1.5 x 2.4m)

5378

2 striped carpets (approx 1.5 x 2.4m)

5410

Large collection of wine and sherry glasses plus
tumblers, fruit bowls, trays and an assortment of
crockery

4 boxes containing table lamps, table tennis bats,
placemats, dressing table set, mirror, handbag,
turned wooden salad bowl, enamelled flower pot
and general crockery

5379

2 striped carpets (approx 1.5 x 2.4m)

5380

5411

2 boxes containing handbags, a petty cash box,
wine glasses and a painted shelf

5381

Set of 6 Luminarc wine glasses plus 4 table lamps

5412

5382

Pressure cooker, microscope, tagine, small
quantity of Bedford and cookery books plus a
Picquot ware teapot, pair of candlesticks,
crockery and coffee pots

Empire travelling typewriter plus a quantity of
prints and a photo frame

5413

Box containing china figures and ornaments

5414

5383

4 boxes containing reference books and
dictionaries

2 boxes containing a soda siphon, quantity of
china and glass storage bottles

5415

5384

Corby trouser press plus a hot tray

3 boxes containing an assortment of glassware
plus china to include jasperware, cauldron cups
plus commemorative ware

5416

5328 - Box containing a decanter, glass bird
shaped figures, collectors' plates and general
glassware

5417

2 boxes containing general crockery and china
plus ornamental figures, loose cutlery and an
atomiser

*5385

Silver and grey floral carpet

5386

2 pine and beech blanket boxes

5387

Pottery stick stand with umbrellas plus 2 modern
pots

5388

Tile topped teak coffee table

5389

Brown suede effect sofa bed

5418

23 jigsaw puzzles

5390

2 Charles Wells flagons in wicker baskets

5419

5391

Stainless steel fish kettle, lidded cooking pot plus
a pair of bellows

5392

Small quantity of boxed wine glasses including
Dartington Crystal

3 boxes containing a quantity of Tuscan china,
jasperware, brassware, ornamental figures,
tumblers and wine glasses plus Aynsley and
Colclough ivy patterned china

5420

Upholstered oak stool with X shaped stretchers

5393

Pair of cube shaped glazed display cabinets

5421

5394

Pair of cube shaped glazed display cabinets

Teak finished nest of 3 tables, a side table, a 3 tier
corner whatnot stand, 2 table lamps and an oak
television stand

5395

Small stack of vinyl records

5422

Brass floor lamp

5396

Box containing recorders, Star Wars figure,
modern camera, echo chamber plus disco lighting

5423

Narrow green painted metal filing cabinet

5397

5244 - Photographic print of a fortune teller

5424

Metamorphic step stool plus a square Sheesham
lamp table

5398

3 boxes containing an assortment of blue and
white and floral patterned crockery plus a silver
plated serving tray and glassware

5425

5296 - 1.5 x 2m Dormeo memory foam mattress

*5426

5297 - 1.5 x 2m Dormeo memory foam mattress

5399

Pair of onyx table lamps plus 2 brass lamps

*5427

5298 - 1.5 x 2m Dormeo memory foam mattress

5400

2 boxes containing vinyl records

*5428

1.35 m x 1.9m Dormeo memory foam mattress

5401

Brass poker in stand plus 2 paper guillotines

*5429

Sprung rolled up single bed mattress

5402

13 quartz clocks

*5430

1.35 x 1.9m Dormeo memory foam mattress

5403

Chromed smokers' companion

*5431

1.35 x 1.9m Dormeo memory foam mattress

5404

3 boxes containing an assortment of glassware,
china, carved African figures, a Picquot ware
teapot and ornaments

*5432

1.35 x 1.9m Dormeo memory foam mattress

5405

2 boxes containing ladies' leather boots
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5433

4ft 6 metal bedstead (af)

5434

2 boxes containing stirrup cups, water jugs,
glassware, general crockery and china

5435

2 boxes containing a roasting pan, Indian tree and
other crockery, trinket boxes and glassware

5460

Cage containing horse brasses

5436

6 onyx and pottery table lamps with shades

5461

Cage containing ornamental owls plus a Goebel
figure of a kitten

5437

2 wooden Oriental table top cabinets

5462

Quartz clock in oak case

5438

Cage containing Wedgwood and Royal Worcester
trinket bowls plus jasperware and character jugs

5463

Modern quartz clock in wooden case

5439

Cage containing meat platters and dinner plates,
brass fire companion set, flat iron and ornamental
teapots

5464

Tray with a quantity of badges

5465

Royal Cauldon castle decorated tea caddy

5466

Oriental vase (a/f)

5440

Cage containing Colclough leaf patterned crockery 5467
and Royal Doulton Florinda daisy patterned
5468
crockery

Coloured glass bowl plus a vase
Gold locket with chain, small St Christopher and
chain plus a silver locket

5441

2 boxes containing general crockery, jug,
glassware and an Eveready torch

5469

5 miniature prints by Raphael, Gainsborough and
others

5442

Cage containing a quantity of Royal Albert Old
Country Rose patterned crockery

5470

Several boxes containing a quantity of costume
jewellery

5443

Cage containing a quantity of vinyl records

5471

Small quantity of plastic childrens toy figures

5444

Cage containing brandy snifter's, sherry and wine
glasses

5472

Of R101 Interest: A box manufactured from a
Cardington Airship mooring mast

5445

Collection of Matchbox and other diecast cars

5473

6 pens plus a Parker fountain pen and ink

5446

Quantity of loose cutlery, bell, figure of a knight,
compass, 1 shilling banknote and a part dressing
table set

5474

Box containing a small quantity of reproduction
and other coinage

5447

2 boxes containing stainless steel trays and pots
plus kitchenware and general crockery

5475

Inlaid trinket box plus an empty writing slope box

5476

Vintage Bakelite telephone

5448

Cage containing souvenir spoons, bells,
ornamental figures, dog shaped biscuit barrel,
storage vessels and an amp meter

5477

Two Great War/WWI medals awarded to Lance
Corporal H.C.Finsome

5478

5449

Cage containing a quantity of paperweights and
other glassware

Resin figure of a fisherman, 2 China penguins and
4 other figures of animals and children

5479

Claret jug and a sugar shaker £30.00 - £40.00

5450

Cage containing brandy snifters, wine glasses,
fruit bowl and decanters

5480

5344 - 2 blue and white pumpkin shaped lidded
pots

5451

Three Royal Doulton figures 'He Loves Me', 'Bo
5481
Peep' and 'Diana - Princess of Wales' and a Royal
Copenhagen figure modelled as a mermaid £80.00
- £120.00
5482
Cage containing a figure of a blacksmith, Chinese
figures, China vases, stainless steel part tea
5483
service and general china

5452

5453

Cage containing a quantity of David Winter and
other ornamental cottages, cathedrals and
buildings

Plastic tray with a quantity of ornamental figures,
china, miniature candlestick, crested ware and an
ornamental cottage
Dome topped chiming mantle clock £20.00 £30.00
Carriage clock with brass case

5484

Pair of fantasy posters with scantily clad ladies

5485

Framed picture of The Ploughing Team

5486

Framed and glazed print 'Gentlemen Dining'

5487

Framed and glazed print of Edwardian figures on
the beach

5454

2 boxes containing pressed glass, Royal
Worcester crockery, flower pots and general
glassware

5455

Cage containing novelty cottage teapots, jugs and
a sugar bowl

5488

Shove Ha'penny board plus a 9 panelled mirror

5489

Print of Liverpool Docks

5456

Cage containing Austrian, European and British
china plates and bowls

5490

Framed and glazed print of lady in garden

5457

Cage containing a quantity of costume jewellery

5491

Framed and glazed Pre Raphaelite print 'Ladies
feeding goldfish'

5458

Cage containing a Staffordshire flatback figure,
Doulton lady, paperweights, Aynsley dishes and
ornamental figures

5492

5459

Cage containing a brass doorstop, cat shaped
doorstop, copper and brass jugs plus a metal
novelty knight figure

2 boxes containing a quantity of Wedgwood Blue
Heritage patterned crockery, Indian tree patterned
china plus Royal Albert Lavender Rose patterned
crockery

5493

Framed farming print 'The Hay Cutters, Woodland
and Farm Building'
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5494

Rectangular mirror in gilt frame

5495

Quantity of prints to include ships at sea, farming
scenes, the country walk, poppy, buildings and
coastal scenes

5496

Luxair BB gun

5497

Box containing Star Wars posters

5498

7 boxes containing reference books to include You *5530
& Your Health, Family Health plus a quantity of
*5531
paperback novels
*5532
4 boxes containing train track and scenery plus a
*5533
boxed 'Lima' 0 scale Great Western Carriage

5499
5500

fixings)

Glazed pine hanging display cabinet

*5501

Small blue painted grey top sideboard with single
drawer and double door cupboard (60)

*5502

Mid size blue painted oak top TV audio unit with 2
shelves and 2 single door cupboards

*5503

Grey painted oak top tallboy with 5 drawers

*5504

Oak open front shelf unit (136)

*5505

White painted 2 drawer chest (133)

*5506

White painted oak top corner TV audio unit with
shelf and double door cupboard

*5507

Blue painted oak top side table with 2 drawers and
shelf

*5508

Cream painted oak top TV audio unit with shelf
and single drawer (1)

*5509

Small grey oak top 2 door cupboard (122)

*5510

White painted chest of 3 drawers (62)

*5511

Cream painted oak top sideboard with single
drawer and double door cupboard

*5512

White painted oak top 2 shelf open front bookcase

*5513

Cream painted oak top large lamp table with single
drawer (130)

*5514

Grey painted oak top blanket box (10)

*5515

White painted oak top open front bookcase (58)

*5516

Small cream painted oak top TV audio unit with
shelf and single drawer under

*5517

Grey painted oak top blanket box (132)

*5518

Grey painted oak top large TV audio unit with 2
shelves and single door cupboards (6)

*5519

Blue painted oak top large TV audio unit with 2
shelves and single door cupboards (4)

*5520

Oak chest of 3 drawers (63)

*5521

White painted oak top coffee table with 4 drawers

*5522

Mid size grey painted oak top TV audio unit with 2
shelves and 2 single door cupboards (64)

*5523

Blue painted oak top open front bookcase

*5524

Grey studded back bench seat, with legs (no
fixings)

*5525

Small grey studded back bench seat, with legs
(no fixings) (65)

*5526

Grey studded back bench seat, with legs (no
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*5527

Grey studded back bench seat, with legs (no
fixings)

*5528

(2) Blue painted oak top corner TV audio unit

*5529

(139) Blue painted oak top console table, with 2
drawers and shelf
(127) Metal frame oak top bench seat
Brown studded back bench seat (137)
Brown studded back bench seat (137)
Grey studded back bench seat, with legs (no
fixings)

*5534

Grey studded back bench seat, with legs (no
fixings)

*5535

Grey studded back bench sea, (no legs, no fixings)
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